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In tin- pre-ent Paper it is proposed to give a statement of tin- iv.-ulN

wliicli hiive been obtained up to the present time, from the numerous

experiments which have been carried out in the Testing Laboratories,

Mi (i ill University, on the strength of Canadian J>ouglas Fir, Red Pine

White Pine and Spruce.

These experiments, which have now extended over a period of more

than two years, will still be continued, and it is hoped th;it the results,

will }> re the profession in a Paper on some future occasion.

In order that the subject may be treated in as comprehensive a

manner as possible, the engineers and lumber merchants, who must

,-irily
l>e most particularly interested, a iv earnestly requested to give

their co-operation. They can render valuable service by sending to

the University Laboratories timbers of any and all sizes. These timbers

should, in each case, be accompanied by a history giving the treatment

of the timber from the time when the tree was felled, as, for example,

the locality in which the tree grew should be specified, the manner in

which tlic log was brought to the mill, the length of time during which

it was kept in water (salt or fresh), the time during which it was kept

in the pile at the mill, and, if the timber has already been in service,

the length of this service. Any other details respecting the history of

the timber may also be given, so that the information may in every

ease be as complete as circumstances will permit.

The attention of members is specially directed to the tables showing
the deflection of beams under transverse loading] and also to tables

showing the extension of specimens under direct tension.

These tables tend to prove conclusively the statement made by the

author many years ago, i.e.,
that timber, unlike iron and steel, may be

strained to a point near the breaking point without being seriously

injured. It will be observed that in almost all cases the increments of

deflection and extension, almost up to the point of fracture, are very

nearly proportional to the increments of load, and it seems impossible

to define a limit of elasticity for timber. This probably accounts for

the continued existence of many timber structures in which the timbers

have been and are still continually subjected to excessive stresses, the

factor of safety being often less than H. Whether it is advis-

able so to strain timber is another question, and experiments are still

required to show how timber is affected by frequently repeated strains.

TBANSVEBSE STRE.NUTII.

The following Table gives in inches the distances between the cen-

tres of the end bearings (1), the mean depths (d) and the mean

breadths (b) of the Beams I to LXI referred to in this 1'uper :

Beams I II III IV V VI VII
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(a) That the beam is symmetrical with respect to a certain plane.

(b) That the material of the beam is homogeneous.

(c) That sections which are pin no before bending remain plane after

bending.

(d~) That the ratio of longitudinal stress to the corresponding strain

is the ordinary (i. e. Young's) modulus of elasticity, notwithstanding

the lateral connection of the elementary layers.

(e) That these elementary layers expand and contract freely under

tensile and compressive forces.

In each case, the skin stress at the point of fracture in Ibs. per sq. in

has been determined by means of the formula,

_s I (2W 1 + W,)
J bd*

W rlbs. being the weight at an end, Wo -Ibs. half the weight of the beam

Z-ins. the length of the beam between the two end centres of pressure,

6-ins. the breadth and d-ins. the depth at the section of fracture.

In practice, the breaking weight, \V\ + | W-,, is usually determined

from the formula.

b d-

W, + \ W2
= C ,

C being the co-efficient of rupture. Hence,/ = 3 C.

It may perhaps be well to point out that a very small error in esti-

mating the depth of a beam may lead to a considerable error in the

calculated skin stress. Thus from the formula just given it appears

that if A/be the change in the skin stress corresponding to a change

Ad in the depth, then

A /= _ 2./A d
,

d

and the skin stress will be increased or diminished by this amount,

according as the estimated depth is too small or too great by the

amount "Arf.

For instance, in the case of the Spruce Beam No. L, the calculated

skin stress, disregarding the diminution of depth due to compression,

is 5123 Ibs. The initial depth (d) of the beam was 17.5 ins., and the

amount of the compression (&d) 2 ins. Thus the error (A/) in the -skin

stress is

5123

A/= 2^ry^-2 1 171 Ibs. per sq. in.,

and the actual stress becomes 5123 + 1171:= 6294 Ibs. per sq. In.,

showing an increase of 22.8 per cent.

Now, in every example of transverse t< sting, the material is more or

less compressed at the central support. The central support in the

following examples was a hardwood block of 20 ins. diameter. The

amount of the compression at this support depends not only upon the

nature of the material of the beam and upon the character of the sup-

port, but also very especially upon the ratio of the length of the beam to

its depth. In calculating the skin stress corresponding to the breaking

weight, therefore, three assumptions may be made :

1st. That the compression at the support may be disregarded.

2nd. That the effective depth of the beam may be taken as equal to

the initial depth minus the amount of the compression, and that the usual

law may be assumed to hold good for the whole of this effective depth.

3rd. That the compression portion of the beam is alone affected, so

that the so called neutral plane remains in the same position relatively

to the tension face of the beam from the common cement of the test to

the end.

Calculations based upon these three assumptions have been made in

several of the following cases, an d it will be observed that in all cases

the skin stress calculated upon the first assumption is invariably less than

the skin stress determined upon either of the remaining assumptions.

Tims any error is on the safe side.

It should be remembered, however, that it is possible, and even pro-

bable, that neither of these assumptions is even approximately correct,

at all events, beyond the limit of elasticity, w Inch in the case of timber

still remains indefinite. The portion in compression doubtless acquires
4



''1 rigidity, ini.l thus exerts a rniitinually IIK reusing resistance, O

that there is produced a more or le-> perlo'i <:.|uali/aiion of HtrrM

IhrOUgbmi the (onion .>!' the beam under , . nu'i-eMtion, nnd this equal-

i/:itioii will doubtless materially a Meet botli the ehmticity and the

rtnagth,
An iiitenv^iing PUJHT mi the siirfaee- loading of beams was presented

by Prnl'. ( '. A. ('ariis- Wilson to ;!ie 1'hy-ical Society of London, (Kn-),
and an abstract of thi^ l'at -i i- to be found in the author's treatise on

Theory of Structures.

The co-efficient of elasticity, :is determined by the tranverse loading,

i> di-diieed from the formula

1 AH-" /.

=T ID- bd

W being the iucrement of weight corresponding to the increment

.\ Dof the deflection.

Here again an error i d in the estimated depth will produce an

error J E in the calculated co-efficient of elasticity measured by

A =3 *
Arf.

DOUGLAS FIR.

Heanis I to III were sent to the Testing Laboratory by Mr. John Ken-

nedy, Chief Engineer of the Montreal Harbour Works.

Beams I and II were of good average quality.

Beam I was tested on March 1st, 1893, with the annular rings as in

l-'ig- .'!. The load was gradually increased until it amounted to 45,COO

His., when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the ten-

sion face.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking weight of

45,000 Ibs. is 4897 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the

deflection of .23-in. between the loads of 3500 and 22,500-lbs., is

1,138,900 Ibs.

Table A shows the several readings.

Beam II was tested on March 2nd, 1893, with the annular rings

running as in Fig. 4.

The load was gradually increased until it amounted to 36.575 Ibs.

when the beam failed by shearing longitudinally.

I ifSOOO J6J7JT

fig 3 /~,g. 4- frg. 3

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this breaking weight is

4378 Ibs. per square inch.

In connection with this experiment it is of interest to note that the

timber, although it had failed by longitudinal shear, still posse.-

very large amount of transverse strength, and similar facts will be

subsequently referred to in the case of other beams. After the frac-

ture, the load upon the beam was again gradually increased to 34,000

Ibs. before a second failure occurred.

The <o-efficient of elasticity, as determined by the iucrement in the

deflection of .1 in. between the loads 2000 and 18,000-lbs., is

1,14G,-900 Ibs.

Table B shows the several readings.

Beam III was tested on March 2nd, 1893, with the annular rings

:i- in Fig. 5.

This Beam was of especially excellent quality, with clear, close,

parallel L'rain, perfectly sound and free from kuots.

5



The load was gradually increased until it amounted to 12,950 Ibs.,

when it tailed by shearing longitudinally.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load is

10,441 Ibs. per square inch.

Tiie co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .2-in. between the loads of 500 and 4500-lbs., is

2,178,100 Ibs.

Table B gives the several readings.

Beams IV to VIII were sent to the laboratory by the British

Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Company through Mr. C. M.
Beecher.

These beams were cut out of trees grown on the coast section of

British Columbia, and felled in the fall or during the winter. The
whole of the beams were free from knots, of good quality, and with the

grain running straight from end to end.

Beam IV was. tested May 17th, 1893, with the annular rings some-

what oblique as shown in Fig. 6. Under a load of 16,720 Ibs. it

V/ nft afftr ftit.

ft'gurc. C.

failed by shearing longitudinally along a plane AB at right angles to

the annular rings, the distance between the ends of the portions above

and below the plane of shear being J-in. The plane of shear extended

to a distance of about 36 ins. from the end of the beam.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load is

4156 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increase in the

deflection of .14-in. between the loads of 2,000 and 8,000 Ibs., is

926,500 Ibs.

Table B shows the several readings.

After the beam had sheared longitudinally, the jockey weight was

run back, and the load again gradually applied until it amounted to

15,000 Ibs., when fracture occurred by the tearing apart of the fibres

on the tension face. Under this load of 15,000 Ibs. an opening of J-in.

was developed in the end at the plane of shear.

On May llth this beam weighed 56 Ibs. 13 ozs., or 28.59 Ibs. per

cubic foot. On May 17th, the weight of the beam was 56 Ibs. 3 ozs.,

or 28.27 Ibs. per cubic foot, so that while in the laboratory this beam

lost in weight at the ratejof ,0533-lb. per cubic foot per day.

Beam V was tested on May 19th, 1893, with the annular rings

somewhat oblique as shown in Fig. 7. It failed by the tearing apart

of the fibres on the tension face under a load of 23,610 Ibs.

fig. 7

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 5809 Ibs

per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increase in the

deflection of .24-in. between the loads of 1000-lbs. and 11,500-lbs., is

946,270 Ibs.

Table B shows the several readings.

The weight of the beam on May llth was 59 Ibs., or 29.59 Ibs. per

cubic foot. The weight of the beam on May 19th was 58 Ibs. 3 ozs.,

or 29.18 Ibs. per cubic foot, so that the loss in weight in the laboratory

was at the rate of ,05125-lb. per cubic foot per day.
6



i \ 1 was tested May 22nd, 1893, with the annular ring* as

ii' 1'ii.'. P. Under a load of 15,480 Ibs. it failed by the tearing apart

of the fibres mi MM tension face.

The corresponding maximum skin stress is 7116 Ibs.

The co-efficient of elasticity as determined by an increase in the

iletleetion of ..'!-in. between the loads of 500-lbs. and 8,000-lbs. is

1,489, l-'i:. Ibs.

Table B shows the several readings.

The weight nf the beam on May llth was 4!) Ibs. (> ozs., or 31.05

Ibs. per cubic foot, and the weight on May 22nd was 48 Ibs. 1 oz., or

.",11..:; HP*., showing ;i loss of weight while in the laboratory at the rate

of .0745-lb. per cubic foot per day.

Beam VII was tested on May 19th, 1893. In this beam the annu-

lar rings r.-in somewhat obliquely as in Fig. 9. Under a load of

17.615 Ibs., the beam sheared longitudinally along the plane AB,
IML'. 10, the distance between the ends of the portions above and

i'l'n av the pline of shear being 3-16ths of an inch. The plane of

shear extended to a distance of 46-ins. from the end of the beam.

. //.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this breaking weight of

17,iilf> Ibs. is 8712 Ibs.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increase in the

deflection of .255-in. between the loads of 500 Ibs. and 8500 Ibs., is

2.052,250 Ibs.

Table B shows the several readings.

Immediately after the longitudinal shear the jockey weight was run

back until it indicated a load of 5090 Ibs. when the lever again floated.

The weight was then gradually increased until it amounted to 11,840

His., when there was a second longitudinal shear along the plane CD at

the other end, Fig. 11. The lap at the plane AB was now increased

from 3-16ths in. to 3-10ths inv and the distance between the ends of

the portions above and below the plane of shear at the other end of

the beam was 3-20ths of an inch.

Alter this second shear the jockey weight was run back to 6840 Ibs

when the lever floated. The load was gradually increased until it

amounted to 8990 Ibs., when the beam was fractured by the tearing

apart of the fibres on the tension face.

On May llth, this beam weighed 60 Ibs. 4 ozs., or 40.69 Ibs. per

cubic foot, and the weight on May 19th was 59 Ibs. 2 ozs., or 39.92

lb. per cubic foot, showing a loss of weight in the laboratory at the

rate of .o;t(i25-lb. per cubic foot per day.

Beam VIII was tested May 22nd, 1893. In this beam the annu-

lar rings were oblique! as in Fig. \'l. l.mler a load of 11,700 Ibs. it

failed at the support by the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension

fade.

I

./g. fig./ 3. Fig. 14.

"'oft*'" rr *T

fig IS.
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The maximum skin stress due to this load is 8382 Ibs. per square

inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increase in the

deflection of .32-in. between loads of 1000 Ibs. to 5500 Ibs., is

1,559,950 Ibs.

Table B shows the several readings.

The weight of this beam on May llth was 44 Ibs., or 36.76 Ibs.

per cubic foot, and its weight on May 22nd was 42 Ibs. 14 ozs., or

35.74 Ibs. per cubic foot, showing a loss of weight in the laboratory at

the rate of .0927-lb. per cubic foot per day.

Beams IX to XVI were sent to the laboratory by Mr. P. A.

Peterson, chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Beam IX was grown on the mainland half way between Vancouver

and New Westminster, in a flat country not much above the sea

level. It was cut from a log 26 ins. in diameter and 34 feet in

length^which was felled about the month of May, 1892. The log was

floated to the mill at Vancouver, and lay in fresh water for ten months.

The timber corresponded to first quality in the market, its grain

being straight and running parallel to the axis. It contained a season

crack on the widest face, about 11 feet long, 3J ins. below the edge, and

about 1 in. deep. The beam was tested Nov. 13th, 1893, with the

annular rings as in Fig. 13, the heart of the tree being in one of the

vertical faces. Under a load of 51, 600 Ibs. this beam failed at the

support by the tearing apart at the centre of the fibres on the tension

face.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 7974-lbs. per

square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .77-in. between the loads of 1000-lbs. and 20,000-lbs., is

1,767,990 Ibs.

Table C shows the several readings.

The weight of the beam was 603 Ibs., or 36.49 Ibs. per cubic foot on

Oct. 3rd, 590 Ibs. 13 ozs., or 35.76 Ibs. per cubic foot on Nov. 10th,

and 590 Ibs. on Nov. 13th, showing a loss of weight while in the

laboratory at the rate of .0195-lb. per cubic foot per day.

Beam X. This beam was tested Nov. llth, 1893, with the annular

rings as in Fig. 14. It was cut from a log 32 ins. in diameter grown

on the mainland 120 miles north and west of Vancouver, on a hill

side about 100 feet above tlie sea-level. The log was felled in the

winter of 1892-93, and was then towed to the mill, and remained in

salt water six months.

The grain in this beam ran crosswise, and it failed by a cross frac-

ture along the plane AB, Fig. 15.

The fracture occurred under a load of 18,000 Ibs., corresponding to a

maximum skin stress of 4027 Ibs. per square inch. The co-efficient of

elasticity, as determined by an increase in the end deflectionsof .84-in.

between the loads 1000-lbs. and 15,000 Ibs., is 1,637,806 Ibs.

Table C shows the several readings.

The weight of the beam was 407 Ibs. 2 ozs., or 38.94 Ibs. per cubic

foot on Oct. 3rd, 406 Ibs. 8 ozs., or 37.80 Ibs. per cubic foot on Nov.

10th, and 404 Ibs. 13 ozs., or 37.79 Ibs. per cubic foot on Nov. 13th,

showing a loss of weight in the laboratory at the rate of .03-lbs. per

cubic foot per day.

Beam XI. This beam was tested November, 7th, 1893, with the

annular rings as in Fig. 16. Its history is the same as that of Beam
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The grain wa.- straight and parallel to the axis, and the timber wa.-

. if good ijualiiy corresponding to first ijnality in the, marker. It .-hewed

several knot- of medium si/e and a fe'.v s.-ason cracks. The beam con-

tained the heart of the tree, the annular rings being as in Fig.

1 mler a load ol 19,000 Ibs. the beam failed by shearing longitudinally

along the -eason crack A 13.

Under thi.- load the maximum skin -;iv.-- is 7,iJ45 Ibs. per si|. in.
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to lir.-t quality in the market; there were small season cracks alon^ th.

back of the beam, in the neighbourhood of the neutral plane, and there

HI cracks along the whole .if the front alion! ''< in-

above the face in opmpressiooi

Under a load of 21>,300 Ibs. this beam, failed by the crippling of the

tiln-es i..
1 1 --on face, commencing at .1 small k-

Ki- Ml.
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The maximum skin stress coi responding (o this load is 0912 Ibs. per

square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity as determined by :m increase in the

deflection of .805-ins. between the loids IdOO-lbs. and 13,000 Ibs. is

1,643,193 Ibs.

Table E shows the several readings.

The beam weighed 381 Ibs. 15 oz., or 34.50 Ibs. per cubic foot on

Oct. 3rd, and 375 Ibs., or 34.13 Ibs. per cubic foot on Nov. 15th,

showing a loss of weight in the laboratory at the rate of .01 Ib. per cubic

foot per d iy.

The time c ccupied by the test was 45 minutes.

Beam XIV is in reality Beam XIII re-tested, the second test having

been made Dec. 2nd, 1893. The beam was replaced in the machine

with the crippled side reversed so as to be in tension. The load was

then gradually applied until it amounted to 17,1500 Ibs., when the

beam failed on the tension side by the tearing apart of the fibres aloutr

the surface at which the crippling took place on the previous test.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 4082 Ibs. per

square inch as compared with 0912 ll>s. per square inch in the tii.-t

test. The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in

the deflection of .51 ins. between the loads of 1,000 Ibs; and 8,000

Ibs.. is 1,513,950 Ibs. as compared with 1,643,193 Ibs. in the first test.

Table E shews the several readings.

This experiment therefore shews that although the beam may have

been crippled by undue pressure, it still retained a large amount of

strength as well as elasticity.

Table K gives the several readings.

Beam XV. This beam was tested Nov. ISth, 1893. The timber

was excellent in quality, equal to first qua'ity in the market, clear ami

straight grained and free from knots. Its history is the same as that

of Beam XII. The annular rings were oblique as in Fig. 20.

Uuder a load of 37,000 Ibs. the beam failed by the crippling of the

fibres on the compression face, Pig. 21.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 8020 Ibs. per

square inch.

The total compression of the material was .34-in., and the maximum

skin compressive stress, taking 1466-iu., as the effective depth, is 8189-

Ibs. per sq. in, the corresponding skin tension tress being 8577 Ibs.

per in. sq. 10
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Tin- . ii , fncieiit n|' elasticity a- drlerim I by an increment in ih<

detlcelioiiol' .7.V> in-, lietween the lo.i 1-. 2<)<Ht III.-, anil 1 *,<>llll Ibs .

i- 1.!>*!.-|OII 11,.-.

Table K sliev.s i In- several readings.
Tin- III .

upii-d ll\ till- test wa- .'10 mill"

'I'lic uvijit ..film IH-.-IIH was I |.~> Ibl >'< <>/.-.. nr "iM.'.IH !lis. JUT cnl.ir

fu.il ui i 11,-t. ;',i,|, ami -I:!:! lb>. Ill <>/.-., or 3*.'.i-l Hi-. per cnbi,- t'nut M
Nov. ITth. showing a loss of weight in (In- laboratory at the rat<- .it'

."L'.'JT Ihv per ciiliio foot per day.

Mcam \\'I. This is really Beam XV re-tested, the .eeond [,-! having

lic.-n mail.' .HI Dec. 8th, 1893. In tin- tir-t. tf.-l. tin- liram ha.l lailed by

orippliog on the .niiiin-.'-sion face; the beam wa.- now irv. rs.'.l, an. I

ini.lrr a luatl of -."i, "iso lli-. it f'ailnl by the tearing apart of the fibres

"ii the ti'iiM.m face along the .surface at which the crippling had pre-

viously taki'ii place. The tensile fracturr extended '_' inelio liolow tin.

skin. The jockey weight was now run hack until the lever again

floated, iinil the load was gradually increased until it amounted to

32,000 His., when the beam fractured a second time on t lie tension side

the fViirtuiv extending to a depth of 5 inches below the skin. The firs*

fracture was accompanied by a loujiitudinal opening (as in Fig.) about

lid inelie- in .xtent. A second longitudinal opening, also about <>(>

inches long, occurred at the second fracture.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load of

25,580 Ibs. is 5-i(iG Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .54 ins. between the Ion Js of 1.000 Ibs. and 11 ,500 Ibs.,

was 1,825,450 Ibs.

Table E gives the several readings.

The weight of the beam was reduced to 428 Ibs., or 38.40 Ibs. per

cubic foot, showing a loss between the test ..n Nov. 17th, and that on

Dec. 8th, at the rate of .0247*5 His. per cubic foot per day.
Beams XVII to XXI were sent to the totting laboratories by the

British Columbia Mills Timber iV Trading Company through Mr.

C. M. Beccher. The whole of these timbers were cut on the coa-

tion of British Columbia. The trees from which Beams X VII, XVIII.
XX and XXI were cut, were felled during the summer of 1 >!':. and

came from Hartney's Camp, Seymour Creek, while Beam XIX was

cut from a tree felled in the spring of ISjVi. an.l came from liowliiiL''.-

Camp, Salmon Arm.

Beam XVII was tested June :Mlh, 1S94. This beam wa.- e.iar-e

grained, the. grain running very nearly parallel with the axis, and it

contained a number of small knots on the compression side. It wa>

cut from the heart of the tree, and \v;i- tested with the annular rini;-

as in l-'iir. -- .

right f/'f.ii.
centre

front riert\*ff"-f*iT

Under a load of 4S,i;00 Ibs. il , the tearing apart <!' tin lilir. .-

on the tension face, the corn spomlin^ maximum skin stres>, neuicctiirj

the compression of the timber, being 4!MI>; Ibs.
]

r -.|U;uv inch. Tin-

tensile fracture was followed immediately by a longitudinal shear, coin

cident with the neutral plane at the centre of the beam, and extending

for a distance of 8 feet from the end. Fig. 25. The distance between

the portions of the beam above and below the plane of -hear at the end

11



was3-10ths of an inch. Figs. 23 and 24 are sections at tli<> end and

at the centre showing the nature of the fractures.

The total compression of the material was 1.83 ins., and tlie max

iinum skin comprcssive stress, taking 13.295 ins. as the effective depth,

is 5103 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding stress in the tension

skin being 6851 Ibs. per square inch.

Assuming the ordinary law to hold good for the whele <,i' iliis effective

depth, the maximum skin stress would he (1350 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .335-ins. between the loads 10,000-lbs. and :;u.()00 Ibs.,

1- 1.259,600 Ibs.

Table F gives the several i\a HIIL>.

The weight of the beam, when shipped from Vancouver about April

21st. wa.s 42^ Ibs., or 37. 21 Ibs. per cubic foot; on reaching the I.almra

lory on June Oth, the weight was found to be 411 His. Ill ozs.. or .'l.'i.T^

Ibs. per cubic foot, and en the day of the test, namely, June 24th, the

weight was 404 Ibs. S oz>.. or :',.*). 17 Ihs. per cubic foot, sliowing a loss

at the rate of .0201 S ib per cubic foot per day b 'tween Vancouver

and the lalioratory, and a lots at the rale of .040I'.7-1)>. per cubic font per

day while in the laborat<iry.

IJcaui XVIII. This. beam was coarsegrained, and contained several

large and small knots : it was cut from tin- heart of the tree. It was

tested Sept. 28ih, 1C94, with the annular rings as in Fig. 2ii.

The load on the beam was gradually increased to 12.000 Ibs.

"The beam was now gradually relieved from strain until the load had

been reduced to 1000 Ibs. without showing any set. The load wa

again gradually i> creas :(1 from 1000 Ibs. up to 19,000 Its., when the

beam was again relieved from load and the readings were taken lin

each difference of 1,000 Ibs.

When the load had been reduced to 1000 Ibs
,
the deflection at the

ei ntre was observed to be .015-in. as compared with .005-in. in the

forward movement, and as soon as the beam was relieved of this 1000

Ibs., it returned to its initial condition without showing any set what-

ever.

The time occupied by the fiivt loading was 10 minutes, by the second

loading 12 minutes, and by the relieving from load 8 minutes.

In the final test the lead was gradually increased from nil until it

amounted to 60,400 Ibs.. when the beam failed by shearing longitu-

dinally, the shear being immediately followed by the tearing apart of

the fibres on the t nsioii f ee. Figs 27 28, 20.

The maximum skin .-tre>s e<ine>pondiue. t" the breaking load was

519G Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the

deflection of l-10th of an inch between the loads of 2000 Ibs. and 12,000

Ibs., being i. 329,900 Ibs.

Table F gives the several readings.

The weight of the beam at the date of shipment from Vancouver,

April 21st, was 512 lbs.
;
or 30.08 Ibs. per cubic foot On reaching

the laboratory, on Juno 9th, this weight was 402 Ibs. 1(1 ozs., or :>7.o'l/

Ibs. per cubic foot, and the weight on Sept. 25di was 4(.iii Ibs. i! ozs.,

or 35.59 Ibs. per cubic foot, showing a loss in weight between Van-

couver and the laboratory at the rate of .0302-lb per cubic foot per

day, and a loss of weight in the laboratory at the rate of .01 Si -]b. per

cubic foot per day. 12



I: 11 \l\ Tin- lie in. .,
.

plii.|i.il;\ ;,Miil i|llalit\, with

i.iin all I lin kii"|s. I r i\ i te.vdOet -nd.]-''! V. it li tin a mill-

Inr riii'j-- i'
'

cal. a- in l''i'_'. l.n.

ftg 3 o

'I i.i l"a I Oil the I' 'Mil W I.- glaillialiy increased Up In 1 li.llOO Hi-. .

iualU ri lirvcii I'mni load, [lie readinu'- being taken liu

'ach diintnui '':'. of IIHMI UK. 'I'll'
1

convspnuiliii'.; reading- an- indicated

in Tahlo F
\\ 'h. n it wa- completely lelievcd from load, t li,

1 scales -In :\\ ml reading-

if. I n.'i in at tin 1 centre, .dill -in ami .00.'! in ;it the ends. These reading-

.veiv
|.ri'li:ilil\

ilu.' t
1

'

inci'inalitios in the timber or a possible' slulini.'

'!' the .-Clio, as tin- 1' am .-hnwul IH> ("'i.!'
1

!!! -imi ol' srt .

Tin 1

I. .ail w:is njjiiin iniiiiciliaioly increased gradually from nil until it

unlimited to .">!'. 510 !!., when the ln'iun failed l>y longitudinal sliear,

fi'llmved liv tin 1

splintering of the upper edges on the tension side.

!1, :i^. Fracture \\a- also indicated liy the crippling <'t' the fibres on the

"inpre.->iiin side taking place between 58,000 and 59,540 Ibs.

The distance between the portions ol' the beam above and below tin

plane id' shear at the end was ..'!(! in. as in the figure.

The maximum skin i-iress corresponding to the breaking load is 9043

I's. per square inch.

The co-efficieut of ela-ticity, as deduced by an increase in the deflec-

tion ol' .3-in. between the loads of :M<10-lhs. and 10,000 Ibs., is

1,934,000 Ibs.

Table F shows the several readings.

The time occupecl by the first loading was 10J mins.. by the relieving

from the load fi
','
mins., and by the second loading from nil to the max.,

1 ."> I inius.

The weight of this beam on April 21st, the daU' of its shipment
from Vancouver, was 410 Ibs., or 44. 99 Ibs. per cubic foot. On reaching

the laboratory the weight was 392 Ibs. 8 ozs., or 43.07 Ibs. per cubic

and tiie weight on Oct. 2nd, the date of the test, wa* 375 Ibs.

10 ozs., or 41 .22 Ibs. per cubic foot, showing a loss of weight at the rate of

. o.'iii'J Hi. per cubic foot per day between Vancouver and the labo-

ratory, and a loss at the rate of .0161-lb. per cubic foot per day
while in the laboratory.

Iieam XX. This beam was cut from the heart of the tree, and was

1 N iv. 3rd.. 1894, with the annular rings as in Fig. 33.

It was coarse i^raiiud. the grain being very nearly parallel with the

-. and contained a number of knots.

I

35 Sra*.f9f*

The load wa- gradu illy inereas 'd until it amounted I'J.HOO ilis..

ind at this point the beam was jia lually reli 'v d from load, readings
l ing taken Inr every diminution of 2000 Ibs. When the load had been

500 Ibs.. the reading at the centre was .001-in., probably
due to a movement of the sealo. The load was again mutually increased

13



until it amounted to 40,000 Ibs., when the beam failed by the crippling

of the fibres on the compression side in the neighbourhood of a small

knot 1 \ in. above the compression face, Figs. 34, 35, 36. The crippling

extended about 4 ins. above this face. The load was still gradually

increased until it amounted to 49,600 Ibs.,
when the beam again failed

by the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension face.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the load of 40,000 Ibs.,

and disregarding the compression of the timber, is 6559 Ibs., and

the skin stress corresponding to the load of 49,600 Ibs., is 8127 Ibs.

per square inch.

The total compression of the timber was .345-ins., so that taking the

effective depth under this load to be 11.655 ins., the maximum skin com-

pressive stress would be 6710 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding

skin tension stress being 7125 Ibs. per squ ire inch.

Assuming the ordinary law to hold good for the whole of thi- effective

depth, the maximum skin stress would be 6936 Ibs per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced from a change in the deflec-

tion of.22-in. between the loads 4000 Ibs. and 12,000 Ibs., both forwards-

and while being relieved from load in the first reading, and also during

the second loading, is 1,571,150 Ibs.

Table G shows the several iv.ulings.

The weight of this beam when shipped from Vancouver, April 21st.

was 349 Ibs, or 41.16 Ibs. per cubic foot
;
when delivered at the labora-

tory on June 9th, it weighed 329 Ibs., or 36. 70 Ibs. per cubic foot, and

on Nov. 3rd it weighed 311 Ibs. 01 o/s., or 34.92 Ibs. per cubic foot,

showing a loss of weight between Vancouver and the laboratory at the

rate of .091-lb. per cubic foot per day, and a loss while in the labora-

tory at the rate of .0121-lb. per cubic foot per day.

The time occupied by the test was 26 mins.

Beam XXI. This beam was tested Nov. 3rd, 1894, with the annu-

lar rings as in Fig. 37.

Ftg 3d.

The load upon the b,.am was gradually increased until it amounted

to 6000 Ibs., when it was gradually relieved of load, at the rate of 1000

Ibs. for each observation, and the beam returned to its initial condition

without showing any sign of set. The load was again gradually increased

until it amounted to 17,960 Ibs., when a sharp fracture took place by

the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension side, and this was accom-

panied by a simultaneous crippling of the fibres on the compression

side, Figs. 38, 39, 40.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the load of 17, 1)60 II'-. is

7787 Ibs. per square inch.

The total compression of the timber at the centre was .16-iu.. s

taking the effective depth at the centre to be 8.82 ins., the maximum

skin compressive stress at the point of fracture is 7901 Ibs. per square

inch, the corresponding skin tensile stress i>eing 8221 Ibs. per sq. in.

Assuming the ordinary law to hold goi>d for the whole of the effec-

tive depth, the max. skin stress would be 8100 Ibs. per'sq. in.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced by a change in the deduc-

tion of ,48-in. between the loads of 1000-lbs. and 6000 Ibs., durini; the

first loading, and while being relieved of load, is 1,588,400 Ibs.

Table G shows the several readings.

The weight of this beam when shipped from Vancouver, April 21st,

was 164 Ibs., or 38.86 Ibs. per cubic foot
;
when received at the labora-

tory on June 9th, the weight was 151 Ibs. 4 ozs., on 33.02 Ibs. per cubic

foot, and on Nov. 13th, the date of test, the weight was 139 Ibs. 10

14



ozs-., or :!(>.>:: ll^. per ruble fiidt, ,-howing u loss (if weight l.clw. , g

"iivvr and the laboratory at the rate, o('.ll!'2 IK.. per culiic foot per

lav, and :i In-- n| wei.ji't wliili- in tlic l;i I i ira I.
iry

.11 I lie rate of 111 I'
1

i"T day.

The time oconpied liy
the tot wa^ l- 1

. min>.

OLD DOUULAS FlK.

iteam- \\II \ \ V were eut to the l.ahoralnry liy Mr. P. A.

MO, Clue!' Kii-ineer cf the ( 'anad i an l':ieitic Kailway.

The-e beam- were four old stringers taken IVoin trestle- numbered

188, 35, ::iii ami 789.

Trestle H!* i- almut hail' my between Ci-eo Cantilc\er I'ridgt' and

!,vttoii. It wa- (i-ec ted in the early summer of 1884, anil the timbers

lia.l consequently been in position fur nine years. It is in a dry coun-

try. with very little rainfall, and subject to a hot sun in summer. The

stringer from this structure was cut out of a log probably grown on a

Mat. about three miles west of Hope, where most of the trees were wind-

hakeii.

Trestle No. :\r> is about one mile west of Port Moody, and was built

in the early spring of 1.SS7, so that the stringer was in position for a

period of 6i years in a place subject to the heaviest rainfnll in the

province. The stringer was cut from a log most probably grown at

Point Urey, about eight miles from Vancouver.

Trestle No. 31G is two miles cast of Spuzzum. The stringer from

rhis trestle was cut from a lug grown on a bench near Spuzznm about

500 feet above the sea-level. It was prepared and framed in 1881,

ind erected in 1882, so that it was eleven years in position in a district

with a climate similar t<i that of Nova Scotia. As the railway here

runs north and south, the sun had not the same effect upon the stringers

other parts of the line.

Trestle No. 789 is ou Kamloops Lake, six miles east of Savona, and

was erected in the spring of 1885, so that the timbers had been in

-ervice for a period of eight years. The neighbourhood is dry, but the

trestle, being situated under a high bluff, is protected from the after-

noon sun. The stringer from this structure was cut out of a log prob-

ably growu about three miles west of Hope, at the same place as the

timbers used in structure No. 428.

Beam XXII ftom Trestle 428, was tested Nov. 25th. 1893, with

he annular riii'.'S as in Fi<_'. 41.

ft*"

There wore two vertical 1-in. bolt holes in the timber, one near the

cntre and one at the end. There were also several season cracks in

the. timber, one being somewhat large.

The load upon the beam, was gradually increased until it amounted

to 55,400 lb-.. when the beam failed by a longitudinal shear, as

in Figs. 4'2, i:;.

The d'stance between the portions of the beam above and below the

plane of shear at the end was fths of an inch.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load is

7086 Ibs. per square inch.

The total compression of the timber at the centre was ,63-in., so that

'aking the effective depth at 15.0575 ins., the maximum skin compres-
sive stress is 7264 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding tensile skin

'tress being 7898 Ibs. per square inch.
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As-lulling the usual law to hold good for the whole <>f the effective

depth, the maximum skin stress would be 7,382 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced by an increase in the deflec-

tion of .39 in. betweeen the loads of 2,000 Ibs. and 20,000 Ibs., it

1,639,500 His., while it is 1,691,620 Ibs. for an increment in the

deflection of .42 in. between the loads 2,000 Ibs. and 22,<><lO Ibs.

Table H gives the readings under the several loads.

The weight of the beam on the day of test was 33.75 Ibs. per cubic-

foot, and the total weight on Oct. 3rd was 438 lb=. 7 ozs.

Beam XXIII from Trestle No. 789 was tested Nov. 28th, 1893.

with the annular rings as in Fig. 44, and showing the heart in one of

the faces.

ITS to.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 47,560 Ibs., when the beam failed by the tearing apart of

the fibres on the tension face, which was immediately followed by a

longitudinal shear, as in Figs 45. 46.

The n.aximuin skin stre.-s corresponding to the load of 47.560 Ibs.

is 7339 Ibs.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced from an increment of

.66 in. in the deflection between the loads of 2,000 Ibs. and 22,01)1) H>v

is 1,878,950 Ibs.

Table I shows the readings under the various loads.

The total weight of the beam on Oct. 3rd was 654 Ibs. 12 ozs., <>i

38.95 Ibs. per cubic foot; the total weight on Nov. 28th, the date of

test, was 549 Ibs. 8^- oz?., nr 38.59 Ibs. per cubic foot, showing a loss of

weight in the laboratory at the rate of .00643 Ibs. per cubic foot per

day. Estimating the weight of this beam from a solid block cut out

of the beam, it was found to be 39.13 Ibs. per cubic foot, or .54 lb.

per cubic loot heavier than the weight deduced from the total weight

of the wh'de beam.

Beam XXLV from Trestle No. .'J5. This beam was tested Nov.

25th, ISSK-5, with the annular rings as in Fig. 47. It contained tw

vertical -in. tolt holes about half way between the centre and ends, and

a few knots of average size appeared on the lace, ft also container

several season cracks.

The initial load, including the w.-inht of the beam, was 5,000 Ibs.,

and the load was gradually increased up to 41,000 Ibs., when t he-

material ut one end of the beam was crushed in. The ends of the beam

were found to bo very much the worse for wear and in a rotten condi-

tion. Releasing the beam from load the ends were sawn off and the

beam was replaced at 9-ft. centres, when the load was gradually in-

creased until it amounted to 76,900 Ibs. Under this load the beam

failed by longitudinal sheiir, which was accompanied by a certain

amount of cripi ling of die fibnscn i he compression side of thecentie,

a.- in Figs. 48, 49. lii



I'ln- maximum .-kin .sh. id 1.
1

7t'..!>00 Hi-. was (J135 Ibs. pci gob.

t
I'lir li'lai :i'ii undi r :i load of ( l,(l(lll ids. :il tin' r.-nii.

1.7 in.. and taking (.In- effective depth "I' (In- In a 111 In In- 1 1.5 in?-., ill 1

mi liii.' maximum >kin ennipn
- iil!'5 Id-, [in

-'|iiaie inch, (ho OOITMpOnding skin tensile sin-- deuiu -221 Id

M|ii:iic inch.

As-liming till- ordinary l:i\v In ln>M good for the whole "I

live depth, the iii;i\iiiiiini .-kin .-Ires- would lie 7n'(>2 Id-, per square

ineli.

CHu CO efficient nf ei;i-;t'-ll \
.

.'is ill (< TII lined dv 'HI incl'e.'l.-e ill (I,

i nf lllin. d.-tween tlic loads of 11,00(1 1111(1 22,000 Id-., i-

1, !!>'.. 711 Id-. . a- determined dv an increment of the deflection .,!

.33-in. between tlu- loads 10.0011 Ids. and :52,oon Ibs., it i- 1,16

ids. : and a- deduced from an increment in tde deflection of .20 in .

the mean between .2S5-iu. ;ind . 205 in., the increments bet.v.een tin

loadl of 5. IllHi and 2:.,000 Ids. and 10,000 and 30,000 Ids. respectively,

it is i,2<i:;.5oo Id-.

Table II show.-, the several readings.

The total weigh! of the I m on N'ov. 25th, the date of test, was

.'!.'il Id-. '.}
ii/.s., or 32.8 Ibs. per cubic foot. After cutting off the end-,

the weight of a length of feet WAS 202 Ibs. 5 ozs., or '.','.}A Ibs. p.
i

cubic foot. The total weight of the beam on October :!id w a- .'!:!!( Id-.

!) M.

Beam X X V from Trestle 111 (i. This deain was te-ted Nuv. 28th.

1 S'.i:;. with the annular ring- a- in Fig. 5(1, and showing the heart

on one. of the f,

It eoniained one vertical bolt hole, several kcots
, and many season

cracks. The grain was snaight.

Tin.- load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 42,900 Id-., when a lar_:e splinter drokc. off on tl:e ten.-ion fee, and

the beam failed by longitudinal shear, as in Figs. 51, 52.

The maximum skin stress corresj ond'ng to this breaking load is

4613 Ibs. per square inch.

The CO efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflexion of .:;:;.') iii. between the loads of l,n()() Ids. ami 20,000 Ids.,

i- !U'.i,720 Ids.

Table I show- the readings for the several loads.

The total weight of the be mi on October .'ird was 122 Id-., or 34.11

Ids.
p.'i-

cubic foot, and on Nov. 2^td, the date of test, the weight was

40(i Ids., or !!.'!. 11 Ids. per cubic foot, showing a lo.-s of weight in tlu

Laboratory at the rate of .2.'!7-ld-. per cubic loot per day
The time occupied by the test was HO minutes.
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The following Table gives :i summary of the results obtained for

T)ouglas Fir :

BEAM. Dimensions in inches- .

O
IS
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NEW TlMHKIi. SPLCIAL1.Y SH. EtTED.



If 1^ 1 a-' the liclur "I il l\, :ill<l, in ll.r <>imi>ii c.l I lie

author.- U ;iii ain]il f.u-tiir lur the ijii.it i.aj"iit\ ihe iotl>n-

lliiglit e\t 'ml wilhniil ! anger !o ;i
ilcplli nl':;..'!!I.S inv.

In tho OMB of Beam XXV, whieh ta the old itringei uiv.'i

'o rfii'-iiMit (if s trrnutli, namely, h'il.: 11>-
|..

i

-i|U,n nidi, t.ikm

tin- factor of safety, tin 1 cfl'cctivc ilcpth ini^lil
1> iliniinislii >l

l>y in

amount nl I. II I ins. iiii'i rol iiiinht .-af'oly exl -trl 1.1 t'n-

deptb.

:n, it will I.,' oli encd tlml tin- .-kin sires- and the c!a-ticii ,

subject to ;i will- variati'in. Tlii^ variation is ilnc l<> man\

u'-ich lli.' most iin|ii'rl.iiil *K tin'
|

km.t-. nliliijuily ol'

:md, more tlrin all, \ in wliirli tin- tiinU'r w.is '.'i-own, jlir

oiiirinnl |io.-ilinn of ilir ^li<-k in llic lo,ir
Iron, whirli it \va> cut, anil iln-

|iroportion of haul t" s"ft liln-i-, <>r of Hi Minim r to the spring growth.

Tin' Irnsili' sli"ariii'_' airl coni|"
i

i->-
l

.\i- eZpertlDei i> upon specimens cut

out of ilitl'civiit
j
art.- of ilic salnc Im.' all >ln\v tl.al tin 1 timber near the

(ic.ut pOMettCI iniirli lc-- >trcii'jtli .mil -lillm .-.^ than the timlxT at a

'li-tanrr from tlic li ;ir(

The aci'onipaiiyin^ pln.t.i.nrn|ili
i- givc'i to >ho-,v the Variation of

BEAM XIII BAM IK

thickness in the growth ritr.'S from tl.c heart outwanls. -.iiid a car-till

tady of the resalfa obtained up to dute would seem to indicate that

the host classification defininjr the siivnuth of the timber would be found

by dividing the section of a loj; into three parts by means of two circle.
,

with the heart as the centre, and
liy desiirnatinjr the central portion as

third i|uality. the portion bvtwocn the two eirolc8 as second quality,
and the outermost portion as first i|iialitv.

A most interesting paper on the structural characteristics of Dou-

glas Fir from a botanical stamlpnint was read by Prof s-< r Ponhallow,

F.K.S.C., at the meeting of the Royal Society of Canada in Ottawa,
in 1894, in connection with a paper by the author on the strength of

the timber.

RED I'lXM.

Beams XXVI to XXXIII were sent 'o the laboratory

McLachlin Bros., of Arnprior.
These lieams were not specially selected, but were the ordinary scant-

lings in the market. They were cut from logs felled in February or

March, 1893, in the neighbourhood of the Bonnechere River, Nipissin;:

District, County Renfrew. The logs remained in the water from April
until October, when they were sent to the mill, where they were sawn

up and piled.

Beam XXVI. This beam was cut from the heart of the tree, and

was tested Match 115th, 1894, with the annular ringj, as in Fiir. fili.

.

**M. -si -

(T~

f 1
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Tlie load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

t> 13,800 Ibs., when the beam failed by the crippling of tlie

fibres on the compression face, Figs. 54, 55. The load was still further

increased until complete fracture took pbce by the tearing apart of

the fibres on the tension faco under a load of 17,170 Ibs. The (-rippling

was in line with a knot running through tlie timber from back to

front, :is in the Figure.

The maximum skin stress co-responding to the load of 13,800 Ibs. is

3937 Ibs. per square inch.

Tlie total compression of the timber at the centre was .2-in., so that,

taking the effective depth as 13.05, the maximum skin comptessivo

stress would be 3994 Ibs. per sq. in., the corresponding skin tensile

stress being 4119 Ibs. per square inch.

Assuming the ordinary law to hold good for the whole of the effective

depth, the maximum skin stress would be 4059 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of ,885-in. between the loads 1,000 and 8,000 Ibs., is

1,235,000 Ibs., and as determined by an increment in the deflection of

.5-in. between the loads 2,000 and 6,000 Ibs.. is 1,248,990 Ibs.

Table K shows the several readings.

The weight of this beam, on March 10th, was 392 Ibs. 2 ozs., or

37.56 Ibs. per cubic foot, and on March 13th it was 379 Ibs. 4 ozs.,

or 36.3!) Ibs. per cubic foot, showing a loss of weight in the laboratory

at tlie rate of .39-lb. per cubic font per day.

Beam XXVII was tested April 5th, 1894, with the annular rings

as in Fig. 56. The beam was cut from the heart of the tree, and the

darkened portion in the Figure, was sapwood.

56
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The load upon the b^ani, was gradually iucreased until it amounted

to 17,700 Ibs., when ths beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres

on the teni-iidi fice, Figs. 57, 58, at a resin pocket, the fracture

showing a fine resinous surf.uv.

The minimum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load is

5219 Ibs. per square inch.

The total compression of tlie timber at the centre was .34-in., so that

taking 12.785 ins. as the effective depth, the maximum skin compres-

sivc stress wuuld be 5 HI Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding skin

tensile stress being 5707 lb~. pjr square inch.

Assuming the ordinary law to hold good for the whole of the effec-

tive depth, the maximum skin stress would be 5501 Ibs. per square

inch.

The co-effic cnt of elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the

deflection of 7-in. between the loads 1500 Ibs. and 7500 Ibs., is 1,418,500

Ibs.

Table K gives the several readings.

The total weight of the beam on March 10th was 46 Ibs. 12 ozs., or

41.51 Ibs. per cubic foot
;
the total weight on April 5th, the date of test,

wa-. 397 Ibs. 4 ozs., or 36.50 Ibs. per cubic foot, showing a loss of

weight while in the laboratory, ;it the rate of ,192-lbs. per cubic foot

per day.

Beam XX VIII. This beam was cut from the heart of the tree, and

was tested April 20th, 1891, with the annular rings as shown in Fig
59.
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Tlif in;,, I nidii die K.-aiii was gradually incrca.scd until it amounted

to IT.OfiO His., when tlio beam tailed by the crippling of the 6bre on

'iipreinn face, V\x<. lid, lil. The load was still increased until

under 19,14011is. the beam again laildl by the tearing apart of the

tilir, s mi the i nsion face.

The maximum .-kin stress OOrreSf onding to the load under which

ciippling took place is <>752 lli>. per square inch.

Thf total compression of the beam undrr a loud of 17,050 Ibs. was

.-1 in., so that taking the clf-etive dtptli to be 11.01 ins., the corre-

sponding maximum skin c< impressive stress would bo 6886 Ibs. per

square inch, the corresponding skin tensile sirc.-s being 7193 Ibs. per

square iucb.

Assuming the usual law to hold good for the whole of the effective

depth, the maximum .-kin stress would be 70f)0 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, ;is determined by an increase in the

deflection of 1.435 in betw.rn the loads of 21)00 and 12,000 Ibs., is

1,786,000 Ibs.
;

it is 1,858.400 Ibs., as determined by an increment

in the deflection of .8l-in. between the loads 3500 and 9500 Ibs., and

is 1,681,10(1 H,s., as determined by an increment in the deflection of

1.135 in. between the loads of 2000 and 10,000 Ibs

'fable K shows the several readings.

The test occupied 26 minutes.

The weight of the beam on March 10th was 379 Ibs. 10 ozs., or

44.20 Ibs. per cubic foot
; upon April 20th, the date of test, ihc weight

was 322 His. 8 ozs., or 37.55 Ibs. per culi. ft., showing a loss of weight
at the rate of .1622-lb. per cubic foot per day.

Beam XXIX. This beam was cut from the heart of the tree, and

was tested March i:>th, 1894, with the annular rings as in Fig. 62

/g62
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The load upon the beam, was gradually increased until it amounted

to 11,960 Ibs.. when the beam faikd ly the crippling of the fibres on

the compression face, r'i-s (13, 04. The lead was still further gra-

dually increased (o 12,4(jd His
,
when the beam was completely frac-

tured l>\ the' tariii'j apirt of the tilnes in i|,e tension face.

. The maximum skii; .-trr.-s ec rrespii tiding to the breaking lead of

11,960 Ibs. is 4S18 \\. per M,n:,re inch.

The total compression of the timber at the centre was .1 5-iu., so that

taking ll.l-in. as the effective depth, the maximum skin compressive
-IP N would be 4SS.'i 1K-. per .-i|iiare inch, the corresponding skiu teu-

siie .-ire.-- living ")IJ1G Ibs. per square inch.

A. uming the usual law to hold good for the whole of the effective

depth, the maximum skin stre-- wmild be 4949 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined from an increment of

>!' iii. in tli>- deflection between the leads of 1000 and 000011
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1,210,100 Ibs. The co-effisient of elasticity, as deduced from an in-

crement of 1.31 5-in in the deflection batween the loads of 1000 Ibs. and

7000 Ibs., is 1,187,000 Ibs.

Table L shews the several readings.

The test occupied 27 minutes.

The total weight of the beam was 290 Ibs., or 32.89 Ibs. per cubic

foot on March 10th, and 282 ibs. 6 ozs., or 32.03 Ibs. per cubic foot

on March 13th, showing a loss of weight in the laboratory at the rate

of ,2866-lb. per cubic foot psr day.

I
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/-/ 66. fig* 7

Beam XXX. .Tnis beam was te4ed May 3rd, 1894, with the

annular rings, as in Fig. 65. VVli3ii the baam was placed in position ,

it showed an upward camber of 24 ins.

The load upon the b 3:1111 was gradually increasid until it amounted

to 5700 Ibs., when the beam failed by the crippling of the fibres on the

compression face, Fig. 66, the crippling extending 2J ins. upwards
from the skin. The load was still increased, and when it amounted to

f>580 Ibs., the beam broke right across the tension face about 2 inches

from the middle of the beam, and vertically above the second line of

crippling on the compression side, Fig. 67.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load of

5700 Ibs. is 4634 Ibs. per square inch, and the maximum skin stress

corresponding to the load of 6580 Ibs. is 5340 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity is 1,322,000 Ibs., as determined by an

increment in the deflection of 1.69-in. between the loads of 1000 and

5000 Ibs.; it is 1,329,900 Ibs., as deduced from an increment in the

deflection of .84-in. between tho loads of 2000 and 4000 Ibs.

Table L shows the several readings.

The weight of this beam on May 4th, the day after the test, was 150

Ibs. 11 ozs., or 30.96 Ibs. per cubic foot.

Beam XXXI. Tliis beam was tested May 4th, 1894. It was cut

from the heart of the tree, and the annular rings were situated as in

Fig. 68. Season cracks ran intermittently from end to end of the beam

1

in die neighbourhood of the neutral plane, the cracks extending radially

outwards from the heart. Tho beam was free from knots for a distance

of 7 inches on one side and 1 inch on the other, and the grain ran

parallel to the axis.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 6500 Ibs., when it failed by a crippling of the fibres on the com-

pression face, Fig. 69. The crippling occurred exactly at the centre

and extended 1.5in. upwards from the skin. The load was then

continued, and, when it amounted to 7900 Ibs., the beam failed by the

tearing apart of the fibres on the tension face, Figs. 70, 71, and a line

of crippling on the compression side timber opened upwards for a

distance of about 2 ins. or 3 ins. The fracture on the tension

side took place about 5J ins. from the centre, and the timber opened
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along the annular rings tor a distance ul -I in-, mi .-ach side of the

centre a> in tlic ti'j';

Tlic iiiaxiiiitiin skm .-tn>s oormpooding to the broking load "t

(i'lOII Ids. is 5412 His. per square inch.

Tin- cu efficient of elasticity, us deduced fr Dm an incremeut in the

dehYrtion of 1.085 ins. between tin- loads of'2000-lbs. and 5000 Ibs., \v:n

1, Ills. !()(! ll.s.

Table I- shew- tin- -cveral rcadii.

'I'lr- l.rain when tir-l |.l;,eed in position, also liud a camber of .35 in.-..

in a central length uf 14 ft. I'. in,-.

The weight of the benni on Mav 4th. tin' datr i.f test, was 165 Ihs.

(' (./>.. en- ;;|.'.)7 Ibs. per cubic t'"<i.

Beams XXXII to XXX V might perhaps mure properly be designated

3 ins. planks.

Beam (Plank) XXXII wastrel May 7th, 1894. The heart was

in one of the faces, and the annular rings wnv situated as in Fig. 72.

The load upon the beam gradually increased until it amounted to

5200 Ibs., when it failed by a crippling of the fibres on the compression

side. The crippling occurred about H ins. away from the centre of

the beam and extended upwards about 1.5 ins. The load was still

increased, and when it amounted to 5860 Ibs. the beam again failed by

the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension side. A line of crippling

also extended upwards a further distance of about 2 ins., or about 3

ins. from the skin.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load of

5200 Ibs. is 6928 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the

deflection of 1.67-ins. between the loads 1000 Ibs. and 4000 Ibs., is

1,575,200 Ibs. per square inch.

Table L shews the several readings.

The weight of this beam on May 7th, the date of test, was 102 Ibs.,

or 31.56 Ibs. per cubic foot.

Beam (Plank) XXXIII was tested May 7th, 1894, with the annu-

lar rin'js as shown in Fig. 73.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased to 9250 Ibs.,

when failure took place by the crippling of the fibres on the compres-

sion side, Fus. 74, 75. There were two lines of crippling on the front

and one at the middle of the beam at the back. The crippling

at the back probably occurred first, as the folding of the timber

extends across the section of the beam along tlic central line at the lower

edi:e, Lut not up to the point where the failure due to compression

was apparently the greatest. In the neighbourhood of the crippling

in front, the timber was clear, and thj grain ran straight and parallel

with the axis: at the back there were three knots, which were primarily

the cause of the crippling.

When the load on the beam had been increased to 9900 Ibs.,

fracture occurred on the tension side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load of 9250

Ibs. is 6554 Ibs. per sq. in.

The co-effieient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

dufliction of .70 in. between the loads 2600 and 6200 Ibs., i*

1,618,000 Ibs.

Table M shews the several readings.
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The weight of the beam on May 7th, date of test, was 128 Ibs. 8

ozs., or 31 .87 Ibs. per cubic foot.

Beam (Plank) XXXIV. This beam was tested May 8th. 1894,

with the annular ri ng.s as in Fig. 76.

8+00

..

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it ainountr i

to 5600 Ibs., when the fibres on the compression face crippled to a

small extent. On still further increasing the load, the fibres on the

compression face were completely crippled, Figs. 77, 78. and fracture

nlso simultaneously occurred on the tension side when the load

amounted to 8400 Ibs.

The grain of this beam was straight and parallel with the axis, and

the timber was apparently free from knots for a distance of about 24

inches on each side of the centre.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load of

5600 Ibs. is 5079 Ibs. per square inch, and the skin stress corres-

ponding to the load of 8400 Ibs.. which caused the fracture on tin 1

tension side, is 7597 Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the

deflection of 1.14 ins. between the loads of 500 and 5600 lb=., was

1,784,800 Ibs.

Table M shews the several readings.

The weight of the beam on May 8th, date of test, was 96 Ibs. "i o/.>.,

or 36.59 Ibs. per cubic foot.

Beam (Plank) XXXV was tested May 8th, 1894, with the annular

rings as in Pig. 79. The heart of the tree was very nearly coincident

with the axis of the beam, and the grain ran in the same direction.

Season cracks occurred intermittently throughout the beam.

79

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 7600 Ibs., when the beam failed by the crippling of the fibres on the

compression face, Fig. 80. The load was still increased, and well

defined crippling occurred when it amounted to 10.050 Ibs. When

t!.e load had reached 13,700 Ibs. the beam failed by the tearing

apart of the fibres on tho tension face, Fig. 80.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load of 7600

Ibs. is 433!) Ibs. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of ,92-in. between the loads of 500 and 7600 Ibs., is

1,589,250 Ibs., and as determined by an increment in the deflection of

.025-in. for the corresponding increase of 200 Ibs. it is 1 ,642.900 Ibs.

Table M shows the several readings.

The weight of the beam on May 8th, date of test, was 128 Ibs. 12

ozs. or 37.69-lbs. per cubic foot,
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The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of 1.12 ins. between the loads of 5000 and 10,000 Ibs., is

503,440 Ibs. ;
as deduced from an increment in the deflection of .84-in.

between the loads of 5000 and 12,500 Ibs., is 463,768 Ibs., and as

deduced from an increment in the deflection of 2.13 ins. between the

loads of 5000 and 15,000 Ibs., is 534,169 Ibs.

Table N shows the several readings.

The weight of this beam per cubic foot on Feb. 16th was 37.25 Ibs.)

and on March 14th, 34.78 Ibs., showing a loss of weight at the rate of

.095-lb. per cubic foot per day.

Beam XXXVII was tested on February 24th, 1893, with the

annular rintre as in Fig. 82.

The load was. gradually increased until it amounted to 24,000 Ibs,.

when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension

face.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3555 Ibs. per

square inch.

Beams XXXVI11 and XXX IX were the two ends ofBeam XXXVI
which was tested February 16th, 1893, the central portion containing
the fracture having been cut out.

Beam XXXVIII was tested on March 14th, with the annular rin^.s

as in Fig. 83 .

The load on the beam was gradually increased until it amounted to

52,450 Ibs., when it failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the ten-

sion side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3075 Ibs. per

.square inch.

The co efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .37-in. between the loads of 10,000 and 25,000 Ibs., is

622,640 Ibs.

Table N shows the several readings.

Beam XXXIX was tested with the annular rings as in Fig. 84.

The load was gradually increased until it amounted to 51,400 Ibs.,

when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension

side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 2696 Ibs. per

square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined from an increment in the

deflection of .175-in. between the loads of 10,000 and 25,000 Ibs., is

433,250 Ibs.

Table N shows the several readings.

Beams XL and XLI are the two ends of Bt:am XXXVI! which

was tested on Feb. 24th, 1893, the central portion of the be.aui contain-

ing the fracture having been cut out.

Beam XL was tested on March 17th with the annular rings as in

Fig. 85. The load was gradually increased until it amounted to 53,650

Ibs., when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the

tension side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3311 Ibs. per

square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .19-in. between the loads of 12,000 and 26,000 Ibs., is

693,090 Ibs.

Table N shows the several readings.

The weight of the beam per cubic foot on the day of the test was

36.13 Ibs. 26
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' Tlic load ii|on tin- beam i-''d until

it amounted to it. failed liy (In irt of the
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The maximum skio stress I'onvs.ponilini' tu this l<>ad is 25110 ihs.

prr si|iiar
iiii'ii.

The co-efficieiii <>!' elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the

den
1

, ction of. Ill in. between tin- li.:nU of 10,000 His. anil 22,000 Ibs., i.s

."il!'.
v 2H I In. |T square inrli.

Table N show- thr several reading.

'I'lii' wi i-ht ol
1

tlir beam mi the day ol'test was 3(5.13 Ibs. per culii-

liiMins. XI. II an -I .XI, VI vcre out out of one large piece of tqiure

|iiin'
niailc on the IVtti waw.-i. a trilntary ol the Ottawa, in 1888. Tlic

jiin-i-
was drivi'ii uvcr \:',(W milrs, andlayin water for four years until

ii was takrn nut in the (all of lS|l;i and piled for winter sawing.

This tiuibor was purrlia-ril frnin .Mcs^r^. Slic:iror & Brown.

I '.::! in .XLII was trstcil .March Sth. IS'.l.'i, with the annular rings as

in IML-. *7.

1 I .

I
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Tin 1 luad ou the be:im was gradually increased until it amounted to

26,350 Ibs., when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on

the tension

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3815 Ibs. per

-<|iiare inch.

The coefficient of elasticity, us determined by an increment in the

lictl.vtion of 1.22 ins. between the loads of 2500 Ibs. and 13,000 Ibs.,

is 979,220 Ibs.

Table shows the several readings.

The weight of the beam per cubic foot at the date of test was 41.49

is XLII I an 1 XLIV arc the two ends of Beam XLII tested

March Sth, the central portion of the beam containing the fracture

having betn cut out.

Beam XLII I was tested March '.\ 1st. with the annular rings as in

Big

The load \yas gradually increased until it amounted to 48,600 Ibs.,

when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension

side.

Th" maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 300C Ibs. per

si|iiue inch.

The eo-enVieiit of elasticity, as determined by an increase in the

(1. II etion of .19-in. between the loads of 10,000 and 25,000 Ibs., is

ti t',1.780 Ibs. per square inch.

Table O shows the several readings.

licatn KL1Y wa< tc-tijd March 31st, 1893, with the annular rings

as in Ki;_'. 89

The load upon the bean 1 was gradually increased until it amounted

to 51.S70 l!i>.. when il f lilcd by the tearing apart of the fibres on the

ten.-ion side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3148 Ibs. per

s.
|iiare inch.

The coefficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .19-in. between the loads of 1000 and 25,000 Ibs, is

'>4'.>,780 Ibs. per sijiiaie inch, the same co-efficient as in beamXLIII.

Table shows the several readings.
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Beam XLV was tested March lltli, 1893, with the annular rings

as in Fig. 90.

I I I
8 SO +4 + 00. 4-86 SO

The load upon the be.-iin was gradually increased until it amounted

to 24,850 Ibs., when it failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the

tension side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3(181 Ibs.

per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined from ;in increment in the

deflection of .81-in. between the loads of 2500 and 12,000 Ibs., is

956,540 Ibs.

Table P shows the several readings.

Beams XLVI and XLVII are the two ends of Beam XLV, tested

on March llth, 1893, the central portion containing the fracture having

been cut out.

Beam XLVI was tested March 30th, 1893, with the annular rings as

in Fig. 91.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted to

44,400 Ibs., when it failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the ten-

sion side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 2740 Ibs.

per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of.23-in. between the loads of 10,000 and 25,000 Ibs., is

536,770 Ibs.

Table P shows the several readings.

Beam XLVII was tested March 30th, 1893, witli the annular rings

as in Fig. 92.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it aiuounte \

to 48,650 Ibs., wli2n it failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the

tension side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3003 Ibs

per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .2-in. between the loads 10,000 and 25,000 Ibs., is 617,283

Ibs.

Table P shows the several readings.

Beams XLVIII to L were sent to the laboratory by Mr. P. A.

Peterson. These beams were purchased from the Pembroke Lumber

Company, and are supposed to have been similar in quality to the

timber used on the Pembroke section of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

Beam XLVIII was tested March 1st, 1894, with the annular rings

as in Fig. 93. The darkened portion, Fig. 96, represents sapwood.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 38,100 Ibs., when the beam failed by the crippling of the material

at the support on the compression side, Fig. 94. The load was still
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giad'.l illy im-reavd until it aiii'Hititrd In 47,1'l'ilt IK-., when a rumpl, i>

fracture in ik
pi. ice by the tearing apart of the fibres ,\ \\.<- >,

side :it 'In'
.-i-'itri-, :uicl sitniilHne-Hirdy by a longitudinal sir

llimu-jhoiit on half of the length ofthe heim, as in Fi

Tin- maximum skin stress corresponding In the breaking load "I

38,1001l, i^.'ill'.ll Hi-. pT hquare inch
;
the ii:;i\iiiiiMii skin

(drre.-pnnding to tin; Inail of I7,!HIO His. is filllT H >. per sq *c inch.

The tnt:il compression of the timber at the e litre ;<- !tll-in., SO

tliat, takiiiLT llic rtti'rtiv.' ili
jilli

to lie I l..'i--7."> ins.. ili.> inaxiiiiuiii coin-

M skin strips at llic sii|.|nri w.mM l.c lllil ilx. prr >i|iiiirc inrli,

the
COrrMpOOding luaxiiniini tensile skin stress liein^ Mi.t- His. per

M|iiarc inch.

Assuming the usual law tn \\<-\il jimul fur the \\hnlc dl'thu effective

depth, tlie iiiaxiiiiuin skin stress would h.> -I 1 17 Itis. per square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity . as detrriiiiiieil hy an increment in the

deflection of .375-in., between the loads cl' 2(100 II,N and 10,000 His.,

is 1,11)4,700 lh>.

Table () ti'ives the several reading!

The total weight of the beam on March 1st, tie (!a'e of test, wa.-

">_ I Ibs. 10 ozs., or 41.08 Ibf. for tulir Im t, and on February 1st

the weight wa> 5!i7 lb?., Or 46.73 Ibs-. jcr cubic foi t, showing a loss

of weight at the rate of .209-lb. per cubic loot per day.

The time occupied by the test w.is 48 minutes.

Beam \MX was tested March 2nd, 1894, with the annular rings as

in Pig. 97. The darkened portions represent sapwood.

The load upon the be.im was gradinlly incr.'a-iud until it amounted

to 47,080 Ibs., when the beam failed by ihj teiriij; apart of tiio fibres

on the tension side, accompanied simultaneously by a longitudinal sh ir

and a crippling of the mat rial in the compiess:i n side, Fig*. I'S,
99.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the bn aking load is

4936 Ib.s. per square inch.

The total compression of the material at the centre was 2.8 ins., so

that taking 13.095 ins. as the effective depth, the maximum skin com-

pressive stress would be 5156 Ib-1
. p^r square inch, and the correspond-

ing skin tensile stress would be 7353 Ibs. per square inch.

Assuming the usual law to hold good lor the whole of the effective

depth, 6835 Ibs. per square inch would be the maximum skin .stress.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as di termiued Ly an increment of .435-

in., between the loads of 3000 and 21,000 Ibs., i-i 1,052,600 His.

Table Q .-hows the several readings.

The weight of the be-irn was 525 Ibs. 12 ozs., or 41.33 Ibs. p r cu-

bic foot February 1st, anil 473 Ibs. 12 ozs., or 37.24 Ibs. per cubic

foot on March 2nd. showing a loss of weight at thj rate of .141 -Ibs.

per cubic foot per day.

The time occupied by the test was fifty minu'es.

Beam L was tested March 10th, iS!(4, with the annular rings a<

in Fig. 100.



The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 32,20i> Ibs., when it failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on the

ten -ion side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 4370 Ibs.

pei- square inch.

The coefficient of elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the

deflection of .805-in., betwe. n the loads of 1000' and 19,000 Ibs., is

1,1 8 1.240 Ibs.

T;.bJe Q shows the several residing,*.

The weight of the beam was 509 Ibs. 12 ozs. or 33.64 Ibs. per cubic

fix.t, on March 10th, the date, of test, and ;">75 Ibs. 8 ozs., or37.25-lbs.

per cubic foot, on February 1st, showing a loss of weight at the rate

of .0975-lb. per cubic foot per day.

OLD WHITE PINE.

Beams LI to LIII ate three old white pine stringers sent to the lab-

oratory by Mr. P. A. Peterson. These stringers had been in service

since 1885, i.e., for about eight years ; they were removed from the

tirstles during the summer of 1892.

/v-/* i* *e'!^/>^/>

Beam LI was tested Diicembe;- 1st, 1893, with the annular riiins as

in Fig. 101.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 22,730 Ibs. when the beam failed by shearing, longitudinally as in

Figs. 102, 103, the distance between tin portions of the beam above

and below the plane of shear bein;r
|

in.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 3i'12 Ibs. per

square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .55-in., between the loads of 2500 Ibs. and 12,000 Ibs.

is 982,480 Ibs.

Table E shows the several readings.

The total weight of the beam on December 1st, date of test, was

445 Ibs., or 28.3 Ibs. per cubic foot. The weight of a length of 14

ft. If ins. was 370 Ibs., or 2S.12 Ibs. per cubic foot on December 2nd,

and 367 Ibs. 5 ozs., or 27 47 Ibs. per cubic foot on December 8th,

showing a loss of weight at the rate of.l083-lb. per cubic foot per

day.

Beam LII was tested December 9th, 1893, with the annular rings

as in Fig. 104.

.4,
\

raeoo.

/06

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 26,320 Ibs ,
when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres

on the tension side.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this breaking load is

3589 Ibs. per square inch.

The total compression of tho material at the support was .37 in., so

that, taking 14 85 ins. ;l s the effective depth, the maximum skin com-
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piv--ivo .-i res* in :;r.71 Ib. per -i|iiaiv inch, the corrcHpoliding
IIIUIII ' 1

1.'! 111.
|icr MjU.LIC ilicll. A.HSIIUling tllO

ii-u.il l:i\v in liulil good lor the whole ol tin' depth, tlir maximum .kin

-IIVSS pel' .-<|lialV
ilH'll Would lir ;i77l Ib.S.

Thr eo-cllicieiit nl'elasti' i rmincd from an increment in

ili flection <>i .i;:;r>-in. between the lo*da of 2500 UML and 14,50''

>.ti!>0 ll.s.

Table K show* llli' several fcadlli

Tin- weight (if the beam 01; \o\emher 2!llh was 430 Ibs., ur 2*.71

lli.-. per cubic loot, and on December !t|h, thu date of test, the

;i- 115 lli-.
li], on., of L't'i.OS Ibs. per ciiluc f.iot, .showing a li.

weight at tin 1 vale nl .'Jli.'i II'. |IIT culi e ti'ot per i|:iy.

I '.cam I. Ill :i> It-stcil I leccml icr I'tli. !>!'.';. with the annular rinir.-

U in Fig. in."..

The beam was a poor sp.viiiieii. hein^ full of knots and season

cracks, and purtiv decayed. The ^lai,, Ou thu top was parallel, while

on the sides it was somewhat oblique.

The load upon the brain was ^raiiually increi-c'l until it auiounieil

to 18,600 Ibs.. wh'n it failed by the tearing apart of the fibres on

the tension side.

The maximum skin -Ires.-, due to ibis brcakin- IOM! i> L'HI5 Ibs. per

square inch.

The oo-efficicnt of elasticity ,
as detm mined by an increment in the

deflection of .55-in. between the. loads nf 1500 Ibs. and 10,000 Ibs., is

650,930 Ibs.

Table Jt shows the several reading-.

The weight of the beam was 450 Ibs. 12 oy.s
,
or 29.02 Ibs. per t-.:bie

foot on Nov. !
!

th, and 4.'!S lb>. I.'! o/s
,
or 28. 25 Ibs. ]'er cubic b)'" 00

l>ec. 8th, showing a loss of weight ai ihe rate of .(IS55 Ib. per cubic

foot per day.

The time occupied by the lest \va> 20 miniiie-

The following Table gives the summary of the results obtained for

White Pin; :

NKW TIMKI-.I!.



The average weight in Ibs. per cubic foot = 37.8.

'' co efficient of elasticity in Ibs. per sq. in.= 754,000.
" uiaxiiniini skin stress " "

=8,300.
safe working skin stress in Ibs. per sq. in.. .'} being at

factor of safety
= 1100.

Further experiments will probably show that these data require some

modification. In fact, the actual skin stress and co-efficients of elast-

icity are certainly greater than those given in the preceding table,

which have been calculated <ai the as.-umption that the amount of the

compression at the central support is sufficiently small to be disregarded,

but it has been shewn, as for example, in the case of Beam XLIX,
that the skin stresses are largely affected by this compression. The

co-efficients of elasticity areaho necessarily increased by the diminution

in the effective depth. Similar remarks apply to the other timbers.

From the experiments with the old White Pine stringers, it might
be inferred that these timbers have lost considerably in weight, but

that they have in a great degree retained their strength and stiffness.

Other old Timbers will require to be tested, however, before any definite

statement can be made on ihe subject.

NEW SP.RUCE BEAMS.

Beam LIV was tested Nov. 2nd, 1893, with the annular rings as in

Fig. 106.

This stick was sent to the laboratory by Mr. T. J. Claxton. It was

cut out of a tree felled near the Skeena Eiver, Britisli Columbia, on

the Pacific Coast, about six hundred miles north of Victoria. The log

was felled in Dec., 1892, or January, 1893, and was over 100 ft. in

length, squared 36 ins. at the small end, and would have provided from

12,000 to 15,000 of market lumber.

The beam in question was sawn from the log in June, 1893, and was

shipped by steamer at the end of June from the town of Claxton, situ-

ated at the mouth of the Skeena River, where the mills are located.

At Victoria il.c beam was transhipped and brought down in August
via the C.P.R. to Montreal. It was delivered at the laboratory early

in September.
It might, perhaps, be of interest to note that the cost of freight for

this beam from Ulaxton to Victoria was 4.00 ;
from Victoria to Van-

couver $2.00
;
from Vancouver to Montreal $46.00 ;

and the cartage

to the University 4 00, making a total cost of freight of 56.00.

It is said that the spruce from the Skeena District is of a specially

fine quality, having a clear straight grain, and possessing a large amount

of toughness.

The load upon tlic beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 36,800 Its., when the beam failed by the crippling of the fibres on

the compression side, Fig. 1 07.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this breaking load

5908 Ibs. per square inch.

The total compression of the material at the central support was .5-

in., so that taking the effective depth as 17 ins., the maximum skin

compressive stress is 5941 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding skin

tensile stress being U301 Ibs. per square inch.

If it is assumed that the usual law holds good for the whole of the

effective depth of 17 ins., the maximum skin stress is 6260 Ibs. pel-

square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as deduced from an increment in the
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ill tl.vtimi ol l.l.'i in-. I,.|\MCII the loads "of 1000 and 15,000 Ibs., it,

i..v_>s,.i!>!i ids.

T.iMi- S .-how* the -cvcral rea<l

Tin 1

weight oftlie beam on Oct. 3rd WHS 751 Ibs. 6ozs.,or 27.206
ili- per ruble Coot, and on Nov. 3rd, tin- date "I" test, it weighed 7::.".

11 . 2A ozs., ur 26.(>14 Ibs. per cubic font, showing a loss while in the

laboratory at the rate of .010 Ibs. per cubic foot pur day.
lieanis LV and LVI are the eudsof Beam FJ V, the central pnnini,

Containing thf fracture having been cut. out.

liraiu l.V mi lestcd Nnv. 3rd, 1803, with the annular linir- as in

Fig. 10S.

/~sg./oe
j

The load was gradually increased until it amounted to 73,000 Ibs.,

when it failed l>y tin- crippling- of the fibres on the compression side-

Fig. 109.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load i 4839 lb.-.

per square inch.

The maximum compression of the material at the ecntral support

was 2 ics., so that taking 15 5 ins. as the effective depth, the maximum,

comprcssivc i-kin i-trcss is 5123 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding

tensile skin stre.-s being (J(i4l Ibs. per square inch.

If it is assumed that the usual law holds good for the whole of the

effective depth, the maximum skin stress becomes 6170 Ibs.

As soon as the beam was relieved of load, the. amount of compression

at the support was immediately diminished by ,9-in., and at the end of

thirteen days the amount of compression w:is .82 in.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .17-in., letween the loads of 3000 Ibs. and 10,000 Ibs., is

1,070,950 Ibs.

Table T shows the several readings.

The weightof the beam on JCov. 3rd, dsitc of test, was 2<!.i;i-l Ibs. per

cubic foot

Beam LVI was tested Nov. 4th, 1893, with the annular tings as in

Fig. 110.

The load was gradually increased until it amounted to 70,000 Ibs.

when' itfailid by the crijpling of the fibres on the compression side

Fig. 111.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this breaking load is

4614-lbs. per square inch.

The maximum compression at the centre of support was 1.9 ins., so

that taking 15.0' ins. as the effective depth, the maximum compressive

skin stress is 4916 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding tensile -kin

stress being 6280 Ibs. per square inch.

If it is assumed that the usual law holds good for the whole of tin-

effective depth, then the maximum skin stress becomes 5806 Ibs. per

square inch.

Ten days after this beam had been relieved of load, the amount of
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the compression of the timber at the centre of support was diminished

to .77-in.

The co efficient of elasticity, as
t
determined by an increment in the de-

flection of .18-in. between the loads of 10,000 Ibs. and 30,000 Ibs.. is

1,01 1,450 Ibs.

Table T shows the several readings.
The weight of this beam on Nov. 3rd was 26.614 Ibs. per cubic foot.

OLD SPRUCE.

Beams LVII-LIX were three spruce stringers sent to the laboratory

by Mr. P. A. Peterson.

Beams LVII and LVIII were cut at Galbraith's Mill, three miles

from Shcrbrookc, in 1886, and grew near the same place . They were

used in the construction of the bridge near Lennoxville in the winter of

1886-87, and had been in service until the summer of 1894, or for a

period of about eight years.

Beam LIX was taken out of Bridge E 61 at Eoxton Falls during the

summer of 1894, and had Wn in service since 1885, i.e., for about eight

years. This stringer was purchased by Bridge-master MacFarlane, and

no further information has been obtained as to its history. The

stringer was boxed -in. at the ends on the bearings, and several sea-

son cracks were shown on the surface.

Beam LVII was tested on the 21st April with the annular rings as

in Fig. 112.

'

- ijt-^

p

ft*. L//+

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 25,700 Ibs., when the beam failed by shearing longitudinally along

the surface of a season crack, the distance between the portions above

and below the plane of shear at the end being -in.

Immediately after the fracture the jockey weight was run back until

the lever again floated, the load upon the beam being 21,000 Ibs.

This load was ihen gradually increased until it amounted to 24,700 Ibs.,

when failure occurred by the tearing apart of the fibres on the tension

side and by a further crippling of the fibres on the compression side.

The lap at the end of the plane of shear was also increased to f-in.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breaking load of

25,700 Ibs. is 3459 Ibs. per square inch.

The maximum compression of the material at the support was .31-

in., so that taking the effective depth to be 14.69 ins., the maximum

compressive skin stress is 3526 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding
tensile skin stress being 3b'78 Ibs. per square inch.

If it is assumed that the usual iaw holds good for the whole of the

effective depth, then the maximum skin stress becomes 3607 Ibs. per

square inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .7-in. between the loads of 1500 and 12,500 Ibs., ia

1,123,400 Ibs.

Table U shows the several readings.

The weight of this beam on April 10th was 502 Ibs., or 33.82 Ibs.

per cubic foot
;

its weight on April 21st, date of test, was 491 Ibs. 4

ozs., or 33.09 Ibs. per cubic foot, showing a loss of weight at the rate

of .0645 Ibs. per cubic foot per day.

Beam LVIII was tested May 1st, 1894, with the annular rings as

in Fig. 113. Season cracks ran intermittently from end to end of

the beam. 34



Tin- load npiiii llii> beam w.i-
'_-i.idu:illy increased until it amounted

i" _7. 17(1 \l*. I'ndor this load tin' beam failed
\iy shearing longitndi

nalU alon- ;i season cniek, iis shown in Ki'_'. Ill, with a partial

tension IV-ieimv near tli" rn.l . it tli,. Infill. The season crack fur a

diaUnoa of bmt8 It. from tlie centre of tin- beam appear* weatlc p-l

through the entire thick new of the beam.

l'i.'\ ionslv, liiiwrviT, tn this longitudinal shear, the beam had ' \ i

dently faileil by tin 1

enppliie.: of the unit 'rial, Fig. 1 I I. mi (In emu

prossion side along a liin- ii":ir the centre of tin- beam where the liiiilnT

was apparently five from kimts and wh- -re lln- lii>re> were parallel with

the ;ixis.

Tin 1 maximum i-kin stress corresponding ID tin- Inail of J7,47(l Ibs.

i- ."i7H:i 11,^. |HT >'|U,iri' inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, a.s deieniiini'il by an increment in tlic

defection of ,575-lbs. between tin- lna.U of L'IMHI ainl 12,000 Ibs.. i>

1,31 6,900 Ibs.

Table U shows tin 1 .-rvr.il readings.

The weij;ht of the beam 0:1 Man-h 10th was L'117 His. 1 (,/., or 27 .''<<

Ibs. per cubie fnot, anil its weight on May 2i]'l u.i- L'.")^ ibs. 6 OZS., or

26.47 Ibs. ]ier enbie Umi. slhiwin;: a loss ut weight while in the labora-

tory at the rate of .OHiS Ib. per cubic foot per day.

Beam LIX was tested June 2nd, 1 >04, with I lie annular ritiL

in Fig. 115.

i
*a 't 4- te<too.

'60 SO.

fig iIT

The load was gradually increased uuiil it amounted to 21,700 Ib.-.

when the beam failed by the teaniKr njnit of the fibres on tlic tcn>iou

ride.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to this load is 29fi3 Ibs.

per M|iiare inch.

The niaxiuiuin compression at the centre was .7-in., so that tak-

ing 14.3 ins. as the effective depth, the maximum eonipressive skin

stress is 3079 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding tensile skin

stress being 3396 Ibs. per square inch.

If it is assumed that the usual law holds good for the whole of the

effective depth, then the maximum skin stress is 32G1 Ibs. per sq. iu.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of .43-in. between the loads of 2000 Ibs. and 10,000 Ibr,., is

905,601 Ibs.

Table U shows the several readings.

The weight of the beam on June 1st was 445 Ibs. 13 ozs., or 30.12

Ibs. per cubic foot. Its weight on June 8th was 440 Ibs ,
or 29.72 Ibs.

per cubic foot, showing a loss of weight at the rate of .0571-lb. per

cubic foot per day.

Beams LX and XLJ are two old spruce stringers sent to the

laboratory by Mr. P. A. Peterson.

They had been in use in Culvert E 39 on the north division of the

South Eastern Railway, 1 miles north of Waterloo Station, since Oct
,

1891. or tor about three years.

These timbers were cut and sawn at Keene & Company's mills at

the boundary east of Megantic.

Beam LX was tested on Nov. 10th, 1894, with the annular rings

as in Fig. 116.

The upper portion of the stringer, i.e., the part in tension, was par.

tially rotten to a depth of about 1-in., and the effective depth at the

centre of the beam did not exceed 11J ins. The remainder of the sec-

tion at the centre was in a perfectly sound and good condition.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted
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to 16,050 Ibs., when it failed by tlie tearing apart of the fibres on the

tensile side. The load was still increased, and a more complete frac-

ture occurred under a" load of 21,240 Ibs. Immediately after this

second fracture the jockey weight was run back until the lever again

floated, when the load was 15,900 Ibs. The load was again gradually

increased until it amounted to 18,800 Ibs., when fracture again

occurred.

The maximum skin stress corresponding to the breakirog load of

16,050 Ibs. is 2934 Ibs.

The maximum compression of the material at the centre was .25-in.,

so that taking the effective depth to be 11. ins., the maximum coin-

pressive s-kin stress is 3043 Ibs. per square inch, and the corresponding

tensile skin stress is 3184 Ibs. per square inch.

If it is assumed that the usual law holds good for tho whole of the

effective depth, the maximum skin stress becomes 3118 Ibs. per square

inch.

The co-efficient of elasticity, as determined by an increment in the

deflection of ,390-in. between the loads of 2000 and 12,000 Ibs., is

1,352,250 Ibs. per square inch.

Table V gives the several readings.

The weight of this beam on Nov. 10th, date of test, was 255 Ibs.

12J ozs., or 27.26 Ibs. per cubic foot.

Beam LXI was tested Nov. 17th, 1894, with the annular rings as

in Fie. 117. There were season cracks from end to end on the

front face and numerous knots of medium and small size on the sides.

Tho darkened portion indicates sapwood.

The load upon the beam was gradually increased until it amounted

to 18,400 Ibs., when the beam failed by the tearing apart of the fibres

on the tension face.

The maximum skiu stress corresponding to this load is 4309 Ibs. per

sq'iare inch.

The maximum compression of the material at the centre was .21

in., so that taking the effective depth to be 14.29 ins., the maximum

skin comprcssive stress is 4432 Ibs. per square inch, the corresponding

tensile skin stress being 4565 Ibs. per square inch.

If it is assumed that the usual law holds good for the whole of the

effective depth, the maximum skin stress becomes 4502 Ibs. per square

inch.

Tlie co-efficient of elasticity, as determined from an increment of

,6-in. in the deflection between the loads of 1000 Ibs. and 9000 Ibs.,

is 1,250,850 Ibs.

The weight of this beam on Nov. 17th, date of test, was 267 Ibs., or

28.85 Ibs. per cubic foot.

The following Table gives a summary of the results obtained for

Spruce :

NEW TIMBER.



I'.canis I,V and I, VI were cut out of I'MMIM I, IV us already
<lescribr<l. 'l In- wide \ ii mtii'ii ill tin' vain,- .'I tin- Ain stress and (if tin'

co.cflieient "I <-i undoubtedly duo to the f.iet that the amount

nf tin- onipi,' ion at tin' central support ha- hern di*iv!;ai i|i>i| in tlic

calculations. If thi- compression is taken into account, and if it is

i-.-nni'-il tliat tin 1

ordinary tln-ory of flexure hnlds good for tin- whole of

thr etlcciive depth, it ha- IMTH shewn that the skin stresses in lh

sq. in. 1...-D1II. (i-Jiiit li.r r,,.;iin I, IV, (117(1 lor Beam LV, and 580C

fur Iiejim LVI . the variation in the magnitude of the stresses being

comparatively small.

Further experiments will he nndu with new spruce beams.

old spruce stringers were found to possess ample strength :md

stittiiess for the work they were designed to do. Th" experiments

_'ave :

29.15 Ibs. a- the average weight per cubic foot.

1,189,800'
" co-efficient of elasticity.

3875 " " maximum skin-stress per s,j. in.

The ii>l]owing Tahles A to V give the end deflections and in some

iix.s the deflections at points dividing the beam into four, six, or ciirht

equal parts, tin 1 distanc of these points fiom the ends b 'ing stated

at the beads of the coluinn>.

Tables A to 1 show the deflections in inches of Canadian New

Douglas Kir l!e:nn- (1 to XXV) under gradually inerea^'d loads.

TABLE A

Inflections of Beam I at rinls.

Loads
in Hi-.



TABLE B.

Loads
in Ibs.



T\l;I,K c.



TABLE D.

OJ .

JJS3



TAIM.K !:

A h.n.



TABLE E. (Continued.)

Loads
in

Ibs.



I MILK K
,.l ItvHiii* XVII. \\ III .,.! Xl\.

;

Load
in

KM



TABLE G.

Deflections of Beams XX and XXI.

Load
in

Ibs.



Tul>V> II an. I I -lx,\v ili (1, rtiim.-. ill inclii MI|' ( )|.| |!uiinl:i- T'ir. e(0,

TAISI.r, II.

iMlectionnof Beams XXII :, nl XXIII.

Ill II'.S



TABLE J.

Deflections of Beams XXIV and XXV.

Loads
in

11,-



T;,l,i, . K

I'inr Hiatus.

M ihtw defootioni in inches of Canadian New II' 'I

TABLE K.

Loadi
in

11.S.

1,000
1,600

1,800

2,000
2,300
2,500

2,700
3,000

3,200

3,600
3,700

4,000

4,200

4,500
4,700
5,000
5,200

6,500

5,700

6,000
6,200
6,500

6,700
7,000
7,200

7,500

7,700
8,000
8,201)

8,500

8,700

9,000

9,200

9,600
9,700

10,000

10,500
11,000

11,600
12,0110

12,500

13,000

13,500
13,800
14,000

14,500
15,000

15,500

15,600
16,000

16,500

17,000
17,050



TABLE L.

Loud*
in

Ibs.



TAHl.i: M.

l.l'll.l- III

II,-.



TABLE 0.

ED

J$

d

00

1



T.MSI.K I'.

\l.\ i., M.VII.

Jg

_*_



TABLE Q.

ij

1
i



T:il.lc- 1! shows deflections in inches of Canadian Whitr I'indi

whiuli have hrrn in srrvioo.

TABLE R.

Deflections of Beninn LI to I.I 1 1

.=



Tnbles S and T .shew deflections in inches of Canadian Now Spruce
]>c:iiu.s (B.C.).

TABLE S.

..calls in

Ibs.



r \i:i.i-: r

n.s.



Table U and T show deflections of Canadian Spruce Hen ins which

vu Icon in service.

TABLE U.

I Us.

1.000

1,500
2.000

2,500

8,000
3.500
4.000

1,5011

5,0110

5.500
6.000

0,500

7.000

7,500

<H,000

H.500

y,ooo
9,500

10,000

10,500
11,000
11,500

12,000

i2,GOu
13,000

13,500

14,000

14,500

15,000

15,500

1(1,000

16,500

17,000

17,500

18,000
18,500
19,000

l'J,500

20,000
21,000
22,000

23,000
24,000
25,000
26,000

27,000

Deflections of Beams LVII to L1X.
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(5) The greatest care should be observed in avoiding obliqueness of

grain in columns, as the effective bearing area, and therefore also the

strength, are considerably diminished.

(6) If the end bearings are not perfectly flat and parallel, the

columns will in all probability fail by bending concave to the longest

side.

(7) The average strength per square inch, independent of the ratio

of length to diameter, is:

5974 Ibs. for New Douglas Fir

6265 "
for Old " "

4067 "
for New Red Pine

3843 "
for New White Pine

2772 "
for Old "

3617 "
for New Spruce (B.C.)

5136 " Old Spruce

It should be pointed out that none of the old Douglas Fir columns

exceeded 4.4 diameters in length, while the great majority of the new

Douglas Fir columns were from 4 to 25 diameters in length. This

explains the reason of the greater average comprcssive strength of the

old Douglas Fir. A similar remark applies to the New and Old Spruce.

Table giving in detail the results of the experiments on the different

specimens :

KKSULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS ON

NEW DOUGLAS FIR.

^ .3
50_o ^ .

Dimensions in in-. ^ -"& -
~2

Lengths. g'~
"~

-= i? Remarks.

.3
~

j
-

3.07 X 3.08 X 3.11 6367 Falie(i b> bulging.

3.06 X 3.08 X 3.10 5760 Failed by folding.

2.63 X 3.63 X 5.S1 4923 30.3 Specimen 3" or 4" from
heart

; grain straight ;

one small knot on high
edge. Failed by crippling
at knot on high edge.

3.65 X 3.65 X 6.12 3678 29.8 Heart piece; grain
straight but seasoned

;

annular rings very wide;
two knots, one on high
edge. Failed at this lat-

ter by crippling.

2.19 X 3.74 X 5.40 -'"ei 38.4 Straight grained ;
one

large knot from side to

side-, specimen 3" or 4"

away from centre. Fai led

at knot.

4.10 X 4.30 X 8.05 5218 32.9 Large knot on one end ;

many small knots all

through piece ; also
heavy season cracks.
Failed by bursting along
season cracks and
through knots.

2.15 X 2.25 X 9.2 5809 38.8 All clear. Failed by
crippling.

2.17 X 2.25 X 9.14 7313 35.1 s?"d, clear and
straight grained; small

deficiency on one side at
end. Failed bv crip-

pling.

2.12 X 2.16 X 9.15 7294 38.7 Straight grained; clear
on three sides

; 4th side

old, with bad defect 4
ins. from one end.

Bulged and failed at

defect.

2.22 X 2.22 X 9.07 8177 37.5 Straight grained and
clear

; one bad season
crack. Failed by crip-

pling.

2.13 X 2.20 X 9.15 6850 36.5 Straight grained;
small knot near one
corner 3 ins. from end.
Failed at this knot.
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8.32 < :;.:{- x !)..; 29.6

3.33 X 3.34 X 10.58

3.45 X 3.50 X lO.liO

4388

7000

33.0

32.6

-'.74 X 4.27 X 11.25 6837 35.3

2.85 X 4.25 X 1127 5615 30.0

3.94 X 3.95 X 11.97 70G9 33.8

2.72 X 2.92 X 11.85 8942 40.0

3.46 X 3.48 X 12.04 5481 30.4

4.05 X 4.10 X 12.01 5542 35.1

2.85 X 3.75 X 12.5

2.92 X 3.79 x 12.5

2.9 X 4.37 X 12.0

2.79 X 3.43 x 12.0

2.92 X 4.42 X 12.0

2.87 X 3.39 X 12.0

6155

5966

6265

38.3

39.3

35.5

5363 35.7

5262 34.2

6784 35.1

2.93 X 342 X 12.03 5520 33.9

2.80 X 4.40 X 12.0 5060 36.4
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1 1. ail |,nvr ;

grained ; two heavy Hea-
r-on crack.-; (luce or four

jiin
knot*. Failed by

lulling on eeason cracks;
and crippling through
two pin knotn on natm-
side.

Clear; straight grain-
ed. Failed on hipli

Specimen 3" or 4" from
heart.

Clear and *t r u i g ), t

grain ; somewhat shak-
en

; crippled (> ins. from
end.

Clear and straight
grained ;

some season
cracks

; failed by crip-

pling directly across
about Ij ins. from one
end.

Clear and straight
grained, but season
crucks along annular
rings, and one heavy
season crack along
medullary rays. Fai'ert
first by bursting apart
of piece at. a season

crack, then by crippling
of the remainder.

Clear straight grain:
season crack on one side.
Failed by crippling at
middlf on the highest
edge.

Clear and s tr a ig hi

grain ; shaken over 8 ins.

crippled 4 ins. from end.
Two sets of knots, one

at one end, the other at
centre. Failed at both

by crippling, at same
time.

Knots (heavy) on one.
end

; also several near
other end ; grain curved
at various places due to
knots. Grain lent at
knot at end.

All clear. Failed by
crippling.

All clear. Failed by
crippling.

One old side ; grain
straight and parallel
one side inclined 1-in. in
12 ins. ; on other side,
two season cracks-
Failed by crippling.

One old side; grain
straight and nearly
parallel ; no seasoning
cracks. Failed b y
crippling.

One old side, grain
straight and parallel ;

one season crack .

Failed by crippling.
Two old sides; grain

nearly parallel ; no i-ea-

son cracks. Failed bv

crippling.

Clear and straight
grained ; one old side
with deep seasoning
cracks

; a slight crack
through centre of piece.
Crippled 4 ins. from end,
and bulged along season
crack.

Straight grained ; one
old side with mar,y sea-
son cracks. Faifed by
splitting down season
cracks arid afterwards

crippling.



RESULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS ON NEW DOUGLAS FIR. Continued.

2.78 X 4.38 X 12.0 (WOO 35.5 Straight grained and
clear ; one old side with
season crack nearly
across piece. Crippled
3 ins. from one end.

2.82 X 3.48 X 12.02 6010 35.9 Grain straight; two
old sides ; piece sound,
no flawc. Crippled near
one end.

3.3 X 3.H8 X 12.0 5560 34.2 Grain straight and

clear, except small pin
knot on a corner 4 ins.

from end
; had two bad

season cracks the whole

length. Crippled 4 ins.

from end induced by
season cracks

; also

bulged out.

3.38 X 3.43 X l:'..">:-: 6816 34.7 Clear
; grain bent out

of straight at one end,
due to proximity of knot,
also somewhat shaken.
Failed by bursting along
fibres out of parallel.

2.20 X 2.2i X 13.78 .">038 34.3 Grain out of parallel
for 1 in. in length ; knot
on one corner of end.

Burst along shaken
fibres out of parallel.

3.38 X 3.45 X 13.00 (isi;i 33. S Straght grained, ex-

cept one-half of a knot on
one end. Failed by crip-

pling near knot at end.

4.03 in diar. X 48.01 5856 31.3 Grain parallel, no
knots ; two small cracks
and a small split ;

annular rings nearly

straight. Failed b y
bending concave to a

high comer.

2.84^ X 4.23 X 13.12 5828 31.5 Straight grained.
small pin knot 3 ins.

from one end ; season
cracks from end to end

through middle, passing
through knot. Failure

by opening of season

cracks, and crippling

through knot.

4.10 X 4.45 X 14.47 7188 39.1 Clear; grain out of

parallel. Failed by crip-

pling and shearg in of

unsupported fibre?.

2.70 X 2.90 X 15.96 8365 39.5 Clear, straight grain
shaken over a length of

11-ins. Crippled 5 ins.

from end.

2.16 X 2.20 X 16.29 6442 36.0 Clear, not straight

grain ; somewhat
shaken ; sheared along
shake in grain which

being cut off parallel had
no bottom support.

4.08 in diar. X 24.12 6505 31.8 Clear and straight

grained. Failed by
crippling 10 ins. from
end.

2.70 X 4.20 X 16.45 634!) 30.8 Straight grained; sea-

son cracks on one side
;

several small pin knots.
Failed by crippling 2
ins. from one end

through one of the pin
knots.

2.38 X 3.56 X 16.74 7143 33.0 Straight grain; some
small pin knots. Crip
pled through the largest
one at centre.

1.73 X 5.98 X 17.73 4209 38.7 Grain parallel knot
on edge 4 ins. from end

;

also bad season crack
and small deficiency in

one corner for 6 ins.

from one end. Burst
at knot and split along
season crack.
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17 \ 2.25 X 17.12

:i.ll X t mi X 17. 1

1

.'

7700 86 '

4702 :;:!._'

3.12 X 4.03 X 17.7(1 1217 84.2

1.75 x 5.82 x 17.7:1 ni:;:. 37.8

3.95 X 5.81 X 17.?0 (J432 39.1

3.95 X 5.92 X 17.S2 5359 38.0

4.97 X 4.95 X 17.S.'! 1504 ;;7.9

1.71 X 5.!)5 X 17.84 5t(i4 30.0

1.79 X .00 X 17.S5 r.034 36.3

3.95 X 5.95 X 17.89 G225 38.9

4.08 X 4-45" X 19.C8 (M37 3G.7

3.02 X 4.01 X 19.97 3240 30.8

3.85 X 3.91 X 24.05

4.35 X 4.85 X 29.75

2.20 X 2.24 X 21.05

5382 35.2

3(i30 2S.O

7124 35.0

2.92 X 3.30 X 24.27 4606 :;.;
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Clear, utraightgrained
Failed In .irnl

crippling.') HIM. I'rntu cml.

Two heavy km
centre, uiic running from
-nil- lo side through
in-

; grain crooked and
mil parallel. Failed b>

Irani shearing itn< 1 1'"

through knot at

centre.

One heavy knot at

centre running from cor-

ner to corner, other sinai-

lerknots ; grain crooked
ami "Ut of parallel. Crip

pled at knot at centre.

Grain straight and
-ouii'l ; sea-mi cracks in

centre. Failed by crip-

pling at both ends and
alfO I iy bemling, which

probably first cunvd
failure.

(Jrain clear and

straight, but not paral-
lel

; slight
season

cracks I" ailed by crip-

ple across t ins. from one
end.

Grain clear and
straight; some season

cracks. Crippled 6 ins.

t'roifl end.

IJniin straight and
parallel ;

bail knot 7

ins. from end passing

through piece. Failed

by liuri-ting at knot and

along gram.
Grain parallel and

clear j
bad season crack

through heart. Failed

by bending t centre.

Crippled on concave
side.

Grain straight and
clear; bad season cracks;
also chip oi:t on a cor-

ner 4 ins. from one end.
Failed at pound eud by

crippling and by open-

ing of season crack.

Clear a n d .straight

grained; slight season

checks. Crippled Sins.

from one end .

Clear, hut badly out of

parallel. Failed by burst-

ing along fibres out
of parallel.

Two heavy knots at

centre, one also at one

end, several othersinaller

ones. Failed by bursting
down centre through
knots.

Grain straight ; two
knots on adjacent sides,

one at 8 ins. from each
end

;
season cracks run-

ning diagonally at one
end. Failed by crip-

pling at large knot.

Failed by shearing and

crippling; grain clear,
but not quite parallel.

Clear, and straight

grained; tested belop

pillar.
Failed by bend-

ing 4 ins. from eud.

Straight grain; knot
6 ins. from end passing
through a corner. Crip-
pled at knot.



RESULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS ON NEW DOUGLAS FIR Continued.

2.60 X 3.23 X 25.4 4416 34.7 Straight grain; large
knot 4 ins. from end on
an edge. Failed by crip-

pling at knot.

2.27 X 2.28 X 23.46 4363 36.91 Straight grained ; clear

except part of knot on
one end. Failed by crip-

pling at knot.

4.20 X 4.36 X 27.88 2622 32.4 Heart
; grain 2i ins.

out of straight ; heavy
season cracks

; two large
knots. Failed by bulg-
ing along season crack
and at knots 14 ins.

from end.

4.05 X 4.20 X 24.70 5026 33.9 Tested before as pillar,
failed then at 67,200 Ibs.

This portion had straight

grain ; two knots close

together 8 ins. from one
end going through piece.
Failed by crippling at

these knots.

2.151 X 2.65 X 24.42 6237 36.0 Straight grain ;
sea-

son crack across end
running half the length
of the piece ; knot 3 ins.

from other end J in. in

diameter. Crippled at

the knot.

2.65 X 2.66 X 20.24 6865 36.4 Straight -rained and
clear

;
season crack run-

ning down about 8 ins.

Crippled clean across
at Ibol of season
crack, apparently not in

duced by seasoning.
2.00 X 2.01 X 27.40 Iis41 34.5 Clear" and straight

grain ; heavy season
crack. Burst from end
to end on season crack.

2.88 X 2.95 X 23.91 8106 38.8 Clear.straightgraim-d.
Crippled H ins. from one
end.

2.87 X 2.93 X 25.00 6600 35.5 dear, nearly straight
grained ; slight season
crack. Failed by a

bulging on season crack
and afterwards crippled
on reduced section a!

centre.

2.88 X 2.90 X 24.40 7856 36.4 Clear.straight grained-
Failed by direct cripp'g-

2.87 X 2.90 X 24.55 8065 38.0 Clear
"

and straight
grained. Failed by di-

rect crippling 8 ins. from
end.

2.90 X 2.95 X 25.70 8023 36.3 Clear and straight
grained. Failed by di-

rect crippling 15 ins.

from end.

2.78 X 2.S7 X 25.95 9700 40.9 Deficiency near centre,
about J in. by 1 in.

(resin) ; fibre crooked

through vicinity of
knot

; otherwise clear
and straight grained.
Failed at crooked fibres
at deficiency.

2.89 X 2.90 X 26.69 8269 334 Clear and rtrairfri

grained ; failed liy com-
pression of fibres on a
corner.

2.82 X 2.!>7 X 25.15 9104 40.2 Very heavy summer
rings ; clear

; fibres bent
12 ins. from one end at
one side due to vicinity
of a knot. Failed at

crooked fibres.

4.77 X 5.82 X 26.15 7709 36.5 Did not fail.

4.77 X 4.CS X 22.32 8411 Same as preceding
with piece cut oil

j clear
and straight grain.
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1.70 X ">.85 X f>65:i 2!.2 Straight Drained ; one
knot from ude to M
'(litre. Fiiilfd by
Iiling iiml bulging at

knot.

-'.27 X 2.27 X '!!.<> 3823 37.2 <Jrnin not tmii:l.i ;

one pin knot ; also knot
mi our edge 12 HIM. from
nil. Failed

liy bending
at knot on high corner.

3.3- x 4.33 X 32.2o 1:12:. 11.:: Clear, straight yrain-
ned. Crippled 1 ft. from
tod.

3.39 X 4.42 X 30. 'Ml 59M5 37.8 Clear, straight
<'! ; external lilirr I

then crippled m-nr rei.-

trr.

3.38 X 4.42 X 32.32 till I 43.3 Clear, straight Drain-
ed ; burst, thru crippl'-d
at centre.

3.37 \ -l.3< X 32. ." 5420 38.9 Cleur,straighl.gr;.mr,|;
season crack on one
-iilr ; -mall season crack
arro.-s end. Crippled
near end.

3.35 X 4.30 X 31.55 0486 43.1 Clear and straight
Drained. Crippled near
end.

3.41 X 4.45 X 32.4 5880 37.0 Clear and straight
Drained. Crippled near
eml.

3.27 X 3.42 X 31.75 5760 33.5 Straight grained; knot

j-in diar., from side to

aide. Failed by crippling
at this knot 8 ins. from
one eml.

2.i;."> X 2.80 X 30.65 MI47 36.3 Clear, straight grain-
i'il. Failed by crippling
8 inc. from one end.

2.C>7 X 2.88 X 31.83 7607 35.3 Clear straight grain-
ed, railed by crippling
and bending at same ins-

tant at centre.

3.28 X 3.45 X 3.".>1 li'.'HI il5.7 Clear, and straight

grained. Failed by bend-

ing 10 ins. from one end.

2.75 X 2.K2 X 30.47 5480 33.0 Nearly straight grain-
ed

;
various small knot-,

one larger knot J in. diar.

8 ins. from one end.
Failed by crippling at

this knot
; also some-

what .-ra-oned at heart.

2.90 X 2.90 X -'9.35 6183 32.7 Straight grained ; va-

rious small knots, one

larger knot $ in. diar. '.

ins. from end. Failed

by crippling at this knot.

2.75 X 2.88 X 31.50 -~>*71 36.4 Sraight grained; knot
;

in. diar. 12 ins. from
end. Crippled at th.

knot.

2.17 X 2. IS X 30.00 0174 35.0 Straight grained, clear
but for one knot 10 ins.

from end '

in. in diar.,

Crippled at this knot.

2.73 X 2.85 X 2S.74 8124 34.8 Clear and straight
grained. Failed by a
thin layer bursting out,
and then a clean cripple
8 ins. from same end.

4.69 X 5.84 X 28.10 6677 31.1 Clear and straight
grained ; crippled 8 ins.

from end.

4.17 X 5.00 X 33.70 4830 32.3 Straight grained, but

heavy knot near end and

very heavy knot near
centre. Crippled at latter

knot.

4.30 X 5.01 X 32.72 5566 36.7 Straight grained, but

heavy knot on si-le near
centre ; also heavy knot
8 ins. from end one Ride.

Failed at the latter knot.
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RESULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS ON NEW DOUGLAS FIR. Continual.

3.95 X 4.33 X 32.28 4479 30.1 A great many knots
on each end and at

various other points.
Failed at a large knot
12 ins. from an end.
Also heavy season
cracks.

3.98 X 4.10 X 28.65 5735 34.3 One 'd side badly
seasoned and injured by
usage ; aleo knots near
each end ; also a small

pin knot near centre at

which piece failed by
crippling and bursting of
fibres.

3.93 X 4.30 X 31.95 5124 32.6 Heavy knots near
centre. Crippled at
knots.

4.11 X 4.92 X 31.85 7309 35.1 C
.lear and straight

grained; except slight
wave 1 ft. from end due
to vicinity of knot. Fail-
ed at this point by direct

crippling.
4.22 X 4.92 X 30.84 7107 39.2 Clear and straight

grained. Crippled 8 ins.

from end.

2.33 X 2.84 X 28.00 6496 31.7 Clear and straight
grained. Failed by bend-

ing 10 ins. from end.

2.27 X 2.27 X 3:;. 7 5 570H 36.0 Clear, straight grain;
ed. Failed bv bendin^-
sbort specimen failed
at 30,000 M.S.

3.9t! X 4.18 X 35.2.") 5015 36.(! Several knots; crip.
pled atone running from
corner to corner 12 ins.

from one end.

4.20 X 4.50 X iib.OO 5905 35.6 Grain out of parallel ;

clear. Failed by burst-

ing and shearing along
season cracks.

3.33 X 3.40 X 33.55 7615 33.6 Clear, straight grain.

Crippled hfar one 6ud.

3.30 X 3.38 X 33.54 7444 35.6 Clear tm.l stiaighi

grained. Failed by crip-
pling ins. fiom end.

3.35 X 3.40 X 33.50 5338 35.4 Large knot pas.- in-

through centre side to

side; piece split end to

end through this knot.

3.30 X 3.40 X 33.55 5909 35.6 Knot near centre, also
two small pin knots near
end. Crippled through
pin knots.

3.30 X 4.00 X 33.50 541 6 35.2 Large knot near cen-
tre passing from side to

side. Split from end to

end through knot.
3.30 X 4.00 X 33.50 5023 32.8 Large mass of knots

near middle. Crippled

4.25 X 5.75 x 35 5729
425 X 5.87 X 41.75 4090

4 X 48 4469 32.75 Grain parallel ; knot
at centre at corner; other
knots near end ; centre
of tree 12 ins. away.
Bent at centre at knots
concave to a high cornet-.

2.80 X 4.06X40.02 ,1330 38.1 Straight grain ; small
knot 14 ins. from end.
Failed by bending in

11]
*

4.10 X 4.24 X 41>3 3866 36.3 ""straight grain ; three
knots. Crippled at knot
12 ins. from end ; no

4.25X4.25X54.95 3389 34.6 t grain , many
knots. Burst in two
opposite directions at
knots 11 ins. from one
end and 12 ins. from
other end.

1.99 X 2.64 X 52.62 5105 34.3 Straight grain; clear;
bent at centre.
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I _(, .
I :;:; < Illlll 3980 3"i ."> Sli,i,-l,i ^nm, ; failed

by crippling' ill kii'ii

r'hn'iiL'li
rumor

II in-. In. in I-IH] mill

1-16 in. nut ul -ijinirc ;

i." appreciable rllci-l.

1.09 X I- ;U X 59.0 3211 :U.I Straight grain ; ill ivr

or four knots ; -<c(i.-on

crack on one side. Crip-
pled at knot 20 ins. from
ml anil season crack

opening,
4. IS X 4.22 X 59.75 3190 :t.

r
> I Four knots, two each

IK ins from ends, seve-
ral oilier sinull knots ;

grain not straight ; large
season crack. Failed by
shearing and bursting

open at season crack
across annular rings.

2.4li X - Til X 00.5 4619 34.5 Straight grain :

raj knots. Failed by
crippling at knot 12 in-.

fri in end.

KKSULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS ON

OLD DOUGLAS FIR.

>!.= !-
Dimension in ins. 15 = c- --

Length-. g~ |i,5 Kemark*.
>* ee a- .SP t.
aa o a, a. *J -

f -

2.21 X 2.23 X 9-l"> 8644 35.9 Grain straight and
clear; one old side with
reason crack. Bulged
along season crack, and

crippled.

3.45 X 2.78 X 9.65 6465 32.5 All fresh sides ;

straight anil parallel

grain; oneedge strained
from bo!t. Crippled all

over.

3.41 X 2.7S X 9.65 7247 33.4 One old side; grain
straight and parallel.

Crippled near one end.

3 41 X 2. SO X 9-70 5C!6 33.2 All fresh sides
; grain

straight and parallel ;

one edge strained fron:

bolt; 1 in. season crack.

Crippled one-fourth tlie

way down, slightly help-
ed liy season crack.

3.38 X 2.7S X 0.155 6979 34.5 One old side; grain

straight and parallel.

Crippled at one end,

slightly aided by season
crack.

2.7(5 X 3.76 X S.64 7235 35.G One old side; iron

stain at one end
j season

crack ; grain straight
and parallel, Crippled
at 3 ins. from end.

2.S3 X 3.S1 X 9.75 6577 32.9 (),. O ld side; grain

straight and parallel.

Crippled near centre.

4.15 X 4.64 X 11.32 6660 35.70 Knot 5 ins. from end
;

next face, knots 1J ins.

and 4 ins. from same
end: small pin knot and
-eason crack on third

side. Crippled through
knots.

4.35 X 4.67 X 11.95 7900 47.25 Clear and straight ;

very full of resin
;
some

sea?on cracks ; crippled
at one end.

:i40 X 3.47 X 12.00 5085 31.7 Grain straight, but

slightly curly ; three
fresh sides

;
old side

crushed by tie ; slightly
rotten under tie ; crip
pled at small defect near
one end .

3.45 X 3.45 X 12.00 5218 30.88 Groin parallel ; ciush-
ed and rotten for a depth
of j in. under tie; two

adjacent sides new.

Crippled at rotten part
65 near one end.



RESULTS OP COMPRESSION TESTS ON OLD DOUGLAS' FIR. Continued.

3.45 X 3.47 X 12.0 3838 35.0 Grain parallel, but
ciooked

;
knot near cor-

ner 4| ins. from end, 1J
in?, diar., knot extended
into piece. Crippled
through knot.

3.45 X 3.47 X 12.0 4928 38.7 Grain parallel ;
three

fresh sides
; 1} ins. knot

passing through corner
5 ins. from end. Crip-
pled near one end and

split along grain adja-
cent to knot.

3.45 X 3.45 X 12.0 5461 33.3 Grain parallel ;
two

adjacent fresh sides ;

season crack on one old

side. Crippled near one
end and split slightly

along season crack.

2.90 X 2.92 X 12.0 5314 34.0 Grain parallel; three
fresh sides

;
stniill sea

son crack. Crippled
near one end.

3.41 X 3.48 X 12.0 5308 34.9 Grain parallel ;
three

fresh sides
;

knot hole
on one corner 3J ins.

long, 0" .8 in. deep; also

season cracks. Failed

by opening of season
cracks.

3 4.9 V 347 V 1'?0 4fM1 300 Gl'ain parade' : threeAAL X AA( X l-.U ciU.U
.

slightly damaged ; also
cant, hook holes. Crip-
pled near centre at cant.

hook holes.

3.42 X 3.45 X 12.0 481.4 32.0

rotten at one end on old

side. Crippled at the
rotten point.

3.45 X 3.40 X 12.0 5053 30.5 Straight grain; all

fresh sides
; shows sigofl

of failure ; crack ai end.

Crippled near one end.

2.88 X 2.87 X 12.0 6199 33.2 Grain sound and pa-
rallel; three fresh sides.

Crippled near one end.

3.44 X 346 X 12.0 5703 33.6 Grain parallel; two

adjacent fresh sides
;

season crack-
;

small
cant, hook hole 2 ins.

from end close to corner
;

slightly rotten Crip-

pled at cant, hook mark.

3.46X3.46X12.0 5693 338 Grain parallel ; three
fresh sides ; small sea-

son crack on one side.

Crippled at one end ;

season crack opened.

2.82 X 3.40 X 12.05 6611 32.7 Parallel grain; four

fresh sides. Crippled
near one end.

2.77 X 3.36 X 12.0 7519 35.3 Parallel grain j oue
old side

;
saw cut and

season crack. Crippled
near one end.

2.80 X 3.40 X 12.03 6813 32.5 All fresh sides; grain
straight and parallel ; 1

in. season crack. Split

along season crack.

2.79 X 3.35 X 12.03
'

6845 34.6 One old side; season
cracks ; grain straight
and parallel. Splitalong
season crack.

2.79 X 3.91 X 12.03 7149 34.6 One ul s
}
de

' gin
straight and parallel.

Crippled at one end.

2.78 X 3.73 X 12.04 7348 35.5 One old side; grain

straight and parallel j

season cracks 1 in. deep.
Crippled at one end.

2.77 X 3.86 X 12.05 7390 33.5 Une old gide
; grain

straight and parallel.

Crippled near centre at

a small defect.
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K nll'KKSM"N II -Ts. "S ill l> IIDI i.l.AS KIK. < 'mil iimi il
.

2.80 X 3.80 X 12.06

2.78 X 3.88 X 12."

2.7!> x ::.ot; x 12.0

3.27 X 395 X 12.0

Tl-l

7090

7317

:;t l

34.2

5540 33.45

3.28 X 3.1'C
1 X 12. 5510 32.9

3.32 X 4.04 X 12.0 28.85

3.31 X 4.02 X 12.04 5675 32.85

3.33 X 4.0 X 12.0

3.30 X 4.0 X 12.0

4165 28.95

6300 33.55

3.28 X 4.02 X 12.03

4.18 X 4.63 X 12.22

5540

5200

32.70

35.3

4.35 X 4.65 X 14.15 6735 36.95

4.25 X 4.65 X 14.80 7085 36.6

Dm- old < "". /nun
lit and parallel

Crippled iii

Our dlil ide ; gram
iii iiinl parallel.

Crippled near one cml.

One old side ; grain
straight anil parallel.

Crippled al '.'> ins. from
011(1.

Grain straight and

clear, except small pin
knot hole :! in-*, from
enil

; piece shivered hy
ii cracks. Kailed

hy piece splitting oil. It

thru crippled at knot 3
ins. from one end.

Grain straight ;
small

pin knot on a corner
near centre: very heavy

n crack on old side.

l.urst along sea>.
crack ; also crippled I

ins. (run) one end.

Grain straight ; pin
knot on corner IICIT cen-
tre ; heart decayed ; also

one reason crack. Crip-

pled at pin knot.

Grain straight; small

pin knot U ins.from end ;

two had season cracks.

Crippled square across
near each end.

Grain not quite
straight; knot at corner
2 ins. from end ; defi-

ciency of heart all along
one edge. Crippled .-it

knot.

Straight grain ;
knot

on corner 1 .1 in-, from
end

; large deficiency on

opposite corner at other
end ; another deficiency
and nail gouge, at centre

of same edge ;
also one

season crack. Crippled
at knots.

Straight grain ; knot
on corner Ij ins. from
end ; also season cracks.

Crippled 4 ins. from end.

Knots 3 ins. and 6 ins.

from end on same side ;

also small knot on next
face 1 in. from same end ;

also part of large knot on
other end. Failed lon-

gitudinally through two
knots; upper end was
not horizontal, not more
than 5-6 th . of the area

hearing.

Two knots 2 ins. and
C ins. from end on same
side; also knot on next
face 3 ins. from same
end and two knots on
other end ; on third and
fourth faces, knots 1J
ins. and 4 ins. from first

end. Crippled al knot
.'! ins. from end:

Two knots passing
In rough from face to

next face ; one 3 ins.from
end ; the other 7 ins.from
fame end ; deficiency
I in. X IJin. on opposite

edge. Crippled through
knot 7 ins. from end.
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RESULTS OF -COMPRKSSION TESTS ON OLD DOUGLAS FIR. Contl

4.39 X 4.70 X H.78 (3500 45.70

4.14 X 4.65 X 14.811 6730 41.0

4.25 X 4.66 X 14. 7> 6020 37.4

4.16 X 4.60 X 14.50 7410

4.28 X 4.70 X 14.7S 7490

35.7

36.2

4.17 X 4.70 X 14. 7> 6400

4.35 X 4.74 X 14.80 6310

4.27 X 4.67 X 1-1. -ii 7310

34.0

47.0

37.2

4.14 X 4.57 X 14.75 (i960

4.32 X 4.70 X 14.H1 5970

4.14 X 4.60 X 14.811 6580

35.45

38.05

35.05

4.06 X 4.65 X 14.85 6500 43.70

Full of resin : part of

large knot on one end ;

season crack on one lace ;

shaken on a corner.

Crippled in solid wund
(in resin part

1

) 1 in-, from
end.

1'atrli of resin through
centre; knot on one cor-

ner C ins. from end
;

slight season cracks ;

slight deficiency on one
corner. Crippled through
knot.

One medium knot 1

in. from end
; also many

smaM knots on same
face ; on next face,kn.'t>
at 6 ins. and 1 in.

from same end. Failed

through knots at tin

centre.

Pun of large knot on
one end ; one side cover-
ed with small kn
otherwise sound speci-
men. Failed at large
knot at end.

Grain parallel ; one
medium knot 5 ins. from
end ; also t w o small
knots 1 in. from same
end and on same side ;

heart .-hake. Failed
at centre by cripplii>_

through small knot.

Grain parallel; mass
of knots at one end ; also

hadly seasoned in resin

ous portion. Crippled
at knotty end

Grain parallel; large
knot near one end ; bad
season cracks in resin-

ous portion. Crippled
at large knot.

Grain straight a n d

sound, hut one large
knot on end ; also one
knot on an edge '.} ins.

from end ; one knot 5
ins. from other end on
same edge ; slight season
cracks. Failed at the
two last knots

Knots in each end ;

otherwise clear : two
old sides badly shaken.

Crippled and burst at

knot at one end.

Groups of small knots
about .'I ins. from each
end; also full of resin.

Crippled at each end-

through knots.

Groups of small knots
about 4 ins. from each
end ; also bad season
cracks. Crippled
through one group of
knots.

Large knot at one end
;.

two knots 5 ins. from
other end ;

full of resin ;

dense and heavy; one
season crack. Crippled
through both knots .">

ins. from end.



I.TS or ruMi'iu ,rs ON

ItHh I' INK.

I'illll 1

ill ini'ln'- .

I !

.1.H7 in

-'.its

diar.

in

IIH-IH'-

:..:i

X ">>

x r>.s<;

2.95 in diar. X 5.G5

2.88 in diar. X ">. ('''

J.si in diar. X 13.75

3.88 in diar. X 13.5

3.80 diar. X l-'i-l

l.(2 in diar. X 18.75

3.90 " X 18.20

.'J.OC
' X 22.C1

-l.nl in .liar. X --.73

4.3 in diar. X 22.8

L93 in diar. X 2!>.2

6.93 X 3(1.12

7.02
" X 3U.12

7.01
' X 3(5.12

3.9T

4.10

X 3.10

X 3.10

4.04 " X 3.10

4.03 " X 3.10

3.9S " X 3.10

:;.'.)i;
" x 3.10

4.75 X 4.75 X <!0.

:i.'J7 in diar. X 69.

4.08 X 69.

"esvS *>"".;

e-Sj.S Z2'~

s s
- u

249<

2742
1:722

2631

8870

7057

39.9

35.8

4657

85i<;

5637
5983

7011

2698

2087

2021

2825

3482
4247
3223
4001
3104

2586

35.7

43.2

215.7

38.1

.985

2593

itemarks.

Failed at knoU 2fi m-.
'id

; ills,) at an-
other ring ol kn
from fame end ; nine-
if'ii knot.- in

One knot near out- 1 n.l

by
knot.

from einl

(irain

knut

Clear. Cri|>p!cil (! in-

froni one end.

Cli^ar grain. Failcil l.\

spread iiij; at botti<m.

Nearly slrai^bt ^rain ;

knut ii ins. from end

passing nearly tlirmi^li
eenlre. Kaili-d at (be

knot by riipplin^.

Straiglil grained: knot
on one end. Failed by

crippling at knot about

^ in. from end all nround

Clear wood
; straigbt

grained ; spread at end,
due to curvature oil-

in locality of a knot.

Clear and straij;lit

Drained. Failed (i in-.

by folding.

|iarallel ; one
ins. from end.

Failed through knot l.\

crippling.

Four knots at 8 ins.

I'rom one end. Failed by
i:ri|ipliiiL

r at knots.

(irain parallel ; two

knots, oue lar^e knot 10

ins. from ou rnd. Fail-

ed by cripplini; at tins

knot.

Failed by crushinj: at

knot, 4 ins. from cnil

Fourteen k n o t s in

length.

Failed at knot 8j in^.

from end ;
ten knots in

length.

Failed at rinj; of knotx
7 ins. from end ; fifteen

knot> in l.-iijiib.

Crushed and failed at

knot; straight grain;

fairly free from knots.

Failed by crushing
and bending. Straight

grain ; crauk d o w n

length.

69

Not well seasoned.

Failed by crushing ami

bending at a large knot
31 ins. from end ; also

at 1 in. from end and 4]
ins. from other end j

straight grained ; .-i.\

knots in whole length.

Failed at ring of km it -

four in number by crush-

ing and bending at 24

ins. from end ; also at -

ins. from fame end ;

fourteen knots in whole

length-



RESULTS OP COMPRESSION TESTS ON RED PINE. Continued.

4.02 in dim-. X 69 3152

3.91

4.03

3.9G

4.94

X 69

X 69

X 69

3280

3158

3734

X 66.25 2386

4.92 " X 66.25 2f)i;j

2.96 " X 6(5 1977

3.00 X 00.25 2433

Kniled by crushing ;

straight grained; failed

at two small knots 27
ins. from end and also,

at 16 ins. from same end ;

large knots 39 ins. from
same end

; ten knots in

length.

Failed by crushing 16
ins. from one end at a
knot. Twelve knots in

whole length.

Failed chiefly by
crushing 12 ins. from
one end

;
four knots in

length.

Failed at knot 24 ins.
from end

;
six knots in

length ; also crippled 1

inch from same end.

Failed at knots 26 ins.

from end
; also at an-

other ring of knots 3 ins.

from same end ; nine-
teen knots in length.

Failed at ring of knots
36 ins. from end; six-

teen knots in length.

Failed by crushing
and bending at large
knot 28 in. from end,
eight knots in length.

Failed by crushing at

knots 5 ins. from end
Four knots in whole
length.

RESULTS OF COMPKESS1VK TESTS

NEWT WHITE PINE.
ON

4
4



.M I.Ts i K i I.MI'KKSSIVK TESTS ON NK\V WIMTKPINK. ('nllin,,;l .

I 74 in .liar. X I.'! 12

!.71 in disir. X I I.."'62

2.62:>y 3.662 X I U2.-1

472 X 4.72 X H.s7.->

17.". iii .liar. X I I 7T>

1.71 in diar. X 1

"

"'

4.7<'3 X ir. :::.

2.'.u x 1.v:
1. 7") in dial. X HI.

3.87 X Hi.-"'

4.7.')
- x 17.35

4.71 x 17.938

4.40 X 4.4d X 17.0

2.97 X 3.85 X 20.:. I

::.sr, 3.83 x 2i.6.->

3.8 X -> X -->>

3.83 X 3.83 X 2:;.>2

2.97 X 2.!><> X 23.60

3.02 diar. X 25.70

3.40 X 380 X 25.4

2.98 X 2.!M X 24.2.')

2.95 X 3.25 X 26.70

475 X 4.75 X 21.0

2.99 X 2.99 X 24.0S

3.05 in .liar. X 24.1

3.46 X 4.33 X 27.00

2.92 in diar. X 36.f.3

2774

:;nm 2C.I

6400
0004 26.8

tins!

3860' 21.1

4272 26.f.

2973 29.!i

12112 26.40

is 17 27.1

3856 :;(..:

6036 3ii.i

3933 26.1

iiSOS -J6.7

3615 25.it

:>ni2 24.9

5023 24.5

3610 25.0

4607 23.9

3508 24. 1

3103
4 17 4 26.7

5240 25.8

3488 20.4

5269 29.8

71

iir kiml* .;

inn. from one end. Fail.il

by crippling at k

One ktuil and al-o

-igns i,f . d.d

l>y crippling at tlie I

Clear.

Clear. Crippled with-
out cracking r l>nl

One large knot
;

.1.

ea\ed near heart. Fail, d
at knot.

One knot at I. ttom or
.-penmen. Failed at tlii-

knot bjr crippling,
Clear ami straiirlit.

I. tit.
<lci-|i ihjiiry liuin

|nkf pole. Failed ut in

jmeil pan.

^
Sirai.;lit ^' r a i n ..!.

Fail.'.l :il iini- cinl at li

iuiw I

Two l;ii-L'.' knolK.
I-'.iil.'.| l..-nv. en tin-in.

('l.-ar and straight
.raiiu-d. Failed ut. end

Tlisve large knoln in

a riiiL' around N|-:-iui.-n.
Failed at kiiol-^

Clear anil straight
"rained ; one-third ha|i-
-H>H|. Failed l.y urip-

pling at 7 ins. from one
end.

Fail.. I previously as

pillar under 49,200" It.s.

CrippN-.l now at a lar^e
KiM'i <

in-., from end.

Two lar-e knots Crip-
pled al ..lie, 2 ins. from
an end.

Failed liv crippling at

two knots near centre.

Clear ami straight

grained ; tailed previ.m-
ly as pillar under 42,000
IDS. Crippled now near
centre.

Clear and strai.L'lit

Drained. Failed l.y crip-

pling
^ in.-, from one-

end.

Straight Drained ;
'nad

season cracks ; full () f

knots, tailed by crip

plinjj; through two of

them 8 ins. from end.

Straight Drained; pin
knot 1(1 ins. from one
end. Failed iiy crippling
and bending at pin Knot.

Straight grained, but
full of knots. Crippled
at one near corner in

middle.

Clear : gram 2 ins. out
of parallel ; season
cracks along grain. At
upper corner grain ran
out. Failed l.y sliding

along seasoning, due to

uon support of fibres

running from corner.

Clear and
straight

grained. Failed by crip-

pling and bending at

same instant at middle.
Failed previously aa

pillar under 83,30(1 1 1 is.

Failed now at knot 8 ins.

from end on a side.

Clear and straight

grained ; one-third sap-
wood Fail by crippling
on sapwood side ana
then bending afterwards
12 ins. from end.



RESULTS OF COMPRESSIVE TESTS ON NEW WHITE PINE. Oonti It /!,<!.

::.!).> in diar. X 48.0 4377 25.9 Clear grain, 1J in. out

of straight ; high at one
side. Failed by bending
20 ins. from one end on

high side.

.'I. X 3. X 480 4666 25,0
Ten knots

; long sea-

son crack ran three

fourths the way down,

1J ins. deep and in.

from edge; a bruise ''>

ins. from end on same

side; on opposite side,

crack 3 ins. long, 1 in.

deep ; grain and rings
both

parallel.
Failed by

bending toward a hij;ii

corner and then crip-

pling.

4.75



HBBULTB OK CdXl>atSStvE TESTS ON OLD WI1ITB HNE. Continued.

3.50 X 4.25 X 11.74 3850 26.30 Knot rn ,-<. IJ in..

from i-nd, pAiMM:; in

opposite fuce } in. from
end

; also /mitl! defi-

ciency at iMirnrr on name-
end and along one edge ;

alHo capwooij. Crippled
longitudinally through
knot.

3.45 X 4.39 X 11.77 4115 25.35 One small pin knot
on corner

; also shaken
by seasoning ; also two
-mull injuries OD an
edge. Hurst at (he sea-
son cracks

; afterwards

crippled.
3.50 X 4.41 X 11.75 2735 26.55 Two lar^e knots at an

end on opposite faces 2
ins. from end

; also

slight season cracks

Cripplrd at knots.

3.47 X 4.38 X 11.75 4330 26.50 Clear and nearly
straight grained; slightly
shaken by reason cracks-

Crippled 5 ins. from one
end.

3.52 X 4.37 X H-75 2625 28.55 A large knot .? ins.

from end passing
through from opposite
i'aces

; also seasoned
somewhat. Crippled
through ut knot.

:U:) X 4.25 X 11.75 4660 23.3 Cleur specimen, ex-

cept deficiency at a cor-

ner, partly sapwood ;

also bad injury (spike
hole) in deficient corner.

Crippled at centre.

3.45 X 4.36 X 11.70 3975 24.5 Two weathered sides ;

clear; seasoned. Clear

crippled at centre.

3.50 X 4.27 X 11.70 4695 25.0 One old side ; clear
shaken by season cracks

Crippled at centre.

3.49 X 4.37 X 11.75 4230 25.8 Grain clear and

straight.large cant, hook
hole 1 in. from one end
on old narrow side.
Failed by crippling at
centre.

3.48 X 4.32 X 11.73 3910 24.4 Urge knot on end
;

seasoned
j grain clear

and straight. Failed f.r

crippling at centre.

3.48 X 4.40 X 11.74 3830 23.85 Large knot on end;
grain clear and straight,
season cracks. Failed

by splitting longitudin-
ally and 'crippling
slightly at centre.

3.51 X 4.30 X 11.60 4525 25.65 ,"e old side; grain
clear and straight; piece
badly shaken. Crippled
at centre.

4.10 X 4.16 X 12.00 2923 23.2 I!" clear and
straight ; season cracks
on two old sides; injur-
ed by cant, hook on one
old side.

(.'rippled at
one end and through
defect.

4.21 X 4.19 X 12.00 2183 23.0 Gri in parallel; one
-iniill pin knot

; season
cracks on old side

; one
small defect on corner 2
ins. from end. Crippled
at one end.

4.17 X 4.18 X 12.05 2059 25.4 A large knot near cen-

tre; badly seasoned on
old side ; split along sea

soning ; split from knot-
Also crippled.

4.14 X 4.22 X 12.00 2840 22.9 Grain clear and
straight, seasoning
cracks through cenlrc;
small defect on old side.

Crippled through de-
fects.
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RESULTS OF COMPRES81VE TESTS ON OLD WHITE PINE. Continued.

4.19 X 4.20 X 1200 1716 32.5 A large knot from end
to end along one face ;

another at one end
;
an-

other at opposite side.

Fibre split from knot.

4.18 X 4-22 X 12.00 2228 26.3 A large knot from end
to end along one face ;

another at one end.

Crinpled at knot at cen-

tre, and also a splitting

away.

4.14 X 4.18 X 12.00 2794 23.1 Clear and straight ;

seasoned on two old

sides. Crippled at one
end.

4 17 X 4.19 X 12.00 1723 25.0 Grain clear and

straight, bad season
cracks on old side ;

spike hole 2\ ins. deep, 2

ins. from one end. Fail-

ed at, spike hole.

4.21 X 4.21 X 12.00 2257 22.3 Grain straight; three
fresh sides

;
one large

knot near end
; season

cracks on old side- Crip-
pled through knot at

one end.

420 X 422 X 12.00 2438 23.C
,

Grain straight; two

large knots at opposite
ends ; season cracks oa
old side. Crippled on
end at a knot.

4.16 X 4.21 X 12.00 2509 23.4 Grain straight and
parallel, except at one

end, where it is curled

by vicinity of a knot;
otherwise sound. Crip-
pled at sound end.

4.19 X 4.22 X 12.00 2030 28.0 Two large knots at

one end, otherwise

straight and clear; fresh
sawn on all sides. Crip-
pled at knots at end.

4.13 X 4.20 X 12.00 2G86 24.1 Grain straight ; three
small knots at centre;
two old sides injured by
several small holes.

Fibre split and crippled
at small knots.

4.17 X 4.18 X 12.00 2180 25.3 Three large knots at

centre; grain parallel;
full of season cracks on
old side

; fibre split.

Crippled at knots.

4.20 X 4.21 X 12.00 18S3 24.4 Grain crooked by
knots ; two large knots
near centre ; large sea-

son crack on one -old

side. Crippled across
centre at knots.

4.21 X 423 X 12.00 1915 25.0 Four large knots near
centre, otherwise clear
and straight ;

one knot
at each corner. Crip-
pled across centre at

knots.

4.16 X 4.21 X 12.00 2512 23.39 Grain straight; three
sides fresh sawn

; ^mall
pin knot

; small defect
at one end on old side.

Crippled at and near
small defect.

4.20 X 4.23 X 12.00 2277 26.1 A large knot hols at

an end ; three smaller
knots near centre; other-

wise sound and straight.
Crippled at end aided by
knot.

4.18 X 4.23 X 12.03
'

1838 27.2 Two sides fresh sawn ;

three large knots 2 ins.

to 4 ins. from one end ;

grain twisted ; three
cant, hook marks

;

cracks in medullary
rays. Failed by split-

ting from large knot.
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iBOt I-HMI-HKSSIVK Tian ON ou> \MIIH I-INK ' '<>iin,ir,l .

4.20 X 4.23 X 12.04 1M77 25.0 Time sides f.

sawn ; grain not paral
I'-l . "HIM/ i" a knot ; one
season crack on "Id -id<- ;

wood decaying some
what : several Hinall pin
knots. Sheared along
Reason crack, caused In

adjacent I

4.1!' X 4 I'L' X 1^.<T> '-'177 26.4 Three Irrsh sawn
sides

;
two large knots

near centre
;

one pin
knot ; grain parallel ;

very large season cracks.

Split along season

cntckc.

4.20 X 4.25 X 12.04 2387 26.1 Four sides fresh sawn ;

grain parallel ; season
cracks are. through spe-
cimen ; "MI large ami
two small knots at one
end, large one at corner.

Crippleil at knots.

4.17 X 4.20 X 12.02 2752 24.7 Three sides fresh
sawn ; grain nut paral-
lel

;
sea-mi cracks

through body of speci-
men; slightly decayed
on one side ; several
small pin knots. Shear-
'd mi rot line and crip-

pled at kncits.

4.21 X 4.2:: X 12.D2 1797 26.7 All sides fresh sawn
;

two large knots in body ;

grain parallel j slight

decay ; cracks in medul-

lary rays. Crippled
through knots.

4.18 X 4.20 X tt.ori 1789 25.0 Two sides fresh sawn ;

grain not quite parallel ;

large knot at one end ;

.-eason cracks on two
old sides

;
small knot in

body. Crippled through
knots.

4.19 X 4.22 X 12.05 2099 24.8 Three -ides fresh

sawn ; grain parallel ;

season cracks on old

side; two small injuries
in old side near one end.

Crippled through very
smiill knot near one
end.

4.21 X 4.22 X 12.01 2251 27.3 Three fresh sides;

specimen full of knots,
two at one end, one

large knot and two
small knots in body ;

bad season crack on old

side. Crippled through
knot at one end.

4.17 X 4.24 X 12.02 1606 28.0 Four fresh sides
; two

large knots near centre
;

two pin knots; grain

parallel. Crippled and

\ split along fibre from the
knots.

4.18 X 420 X 12.0 2033 25.4 Three -ides fresh

sawn; large knot I ins.

from end; grain paral-
lel ; slight decay. Crip-
pled opposite knot.

4.20 X 4.22 X 12.0 2499 25.9 Four sides fresh saw,,;

large knot near centre ;

grain parallel. Crippled
opposite knot.

3.82 in diam. X 13.65 5770 30.3 Clear and straight

grained. Failed by f"ld-

mg through an injury
from cant, hook 44 in-.

from end.

3.625X 4.50 X 40.875 2390 22.4 Grain straight; one
old side ; free Iroin large
knot.s

; failed by burst-

ing open along three

lines, which pass
through various knote

f " and season cracks.



RESULTS OF COMPRESSIVE TESTS ON OLD WHITE PINE. Continued.

3.75 X 4.31 X 45.25 2970 23.6 Grain straight
;

one
old seasoned side

;
sev-

eral knots; failed atone

large knot in middle of

pillar, which passed
through from side to

side. "Failure by bend-

ing across narrow di-

mension.

3.50 X 4.50 X 45.125 1840 22.6
,

Grain straight; one
old seasoned side; many
knots ; failed at one

large knot in middle of

. pillar, which passed
through from side to

side. Failure by bend-

ing across narrow di-

mension.

3.50 X 4.38 X 4J.5 2170 21.9 Grain straight; one
old side; many small
knots

;
one large knot

on old side 15 ins. from
one end. Failed by
crippling at that knot.

3.73X4.35X44.5 2650 23.6
Straight grain ; fairly

clear
;

some small
knots ; one old seasoned
side. Failed by bending
18 ins. Iron i one end in

clear wood across least

dimensions.

3.5 X 4.4 X 45 3346 22.8 Grain straight; two
old sides ; knot at one
end

;
also knot at centre

passing through a cor-
ner. Failed by direct

crippling which started

at knot in middle of the

piece.

3.5 X 4.4 X 42.5 2082 21.1 Grain nearly straight;
one old side ; various

knots, particularly one
near centre passing from
cor.ier to corner of sec-

tion. Failure by bend-

ing at this knot on least

dimension.

3.5 X 4.45 X 46 2243 21.7 Grain straight; one
old side. Failed near
centre by bending across
least dimension at a

knot, which penetrated
the heart of piece from
one side.

3.83 X 383 X 71.3 2862 Two knots on one edge-
one large knot at centre,

another 12 ins. away ;
on

second face five knots,
two near centre, others
12 ins. from'ends

; grain

parallel ; centre of tree

in corner of specimen,
failed by bending at cen-

tre knot, induced first

by being J in. off centre
on top bearing.

3.84 X 384 X 72.0 3338 26.06 Bad knot (i ins. from
centre on one face

;
next

face knot 2 ins. from

end; grain about paral-
lel

; many smaller knots;
centre of tree on same
corner as large knot.
Failed by bending at

large knot.
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KF,Si:i/iS OF COSM'RESSIVK TESTS O.N NEW SPRUCE (B.C.) Continued.

4.35 X 4.50 X 20.55 :-5584 27.4 Grain clear and par-
allel. Crippled at centre.

4.08 X 4.35 X 22.97 3909 27.5 Grain crinkled near
one end. Failed there.

4.18 X 4.35 X 22.95 3271 27.7 Clear; straight; no
knots. Failed at one
end.

4.29 X 4.35 X 22.96 3017 25.4 Grain not quite
parallel ; knot near
centre of one side at

which piece failed.

4.20 X 4.35 X 22.95 2834 28.2 Grain not parallel.
Failed by longitudinal
shear, which passed
through a knot.

4.25 X 4.40 X 22.9 3774 26.1 Failed at a knot near
centre of one side.

4.24 X 4.34 X 22.94 2973 25.1 Failed by longitudinal
shear.

4.12X4.35X23.00 3560 27.2 Failed at a knot.
4.10 X 4.41 X 23.00 3680 25.7 Grain parallel. Failed

by crippling at a knot &
ins. from one end.

4.25 X 4.40 X 23.0 3382 27.9 One season crack, did
not affect the failure
which was by crippling.

4.10 X 4.40 X 23.05 3550 26.4 Knot near one end.

Crippled in body of

p'ece at a distance "from
the knot.

4.09 X 4.35 X 23.06 4229 25.6 Grain clear and par-
allel. Crippled on one
side.

2.!i7 X 4.0 X 15.1 1!M)8 20.7 Clear and straight
grained. Crippled two
from end.

3.33 X 4.1 X '15.04 ;;:J7<i 2G.4 Straightgrained ; large
knot on middle of side.

Failed near one end in

clear wood.

4.72 In diar. X 15.0 3430 30.86 Four deep medullary
weathering cracks

;
a

mass of knots at lower
end

; small pin knots at

centre; ends not quite
parallel. Crippled at

lower end at knots.

2.6 X 4.1 X 18.5 5253 24.1 Clear and straight
iirain ; tailed by

iw
"' - X H MM SMSS"

4.75 X 4.75 X -CO 2351
4.75 X 4.75 X 60 2275
4.75 X 4.75 X 60 3104
4.75 X 4.75 X "0 2660
4.75 X 4.75 x 60 2351
4.75 x 4.75 X 60 230(1

4.75 X 4.75 X 60 2661
4.62 X 4.63 X 60 2431
4.62 X 4.75 X ''0 2416
4.62 X 4.62 X 60 2420
4.75 in diaiu. X 60 2483
4.75 .

"' X 61 2483
4.75 - x 61 3215



HKsri.ls or COMPRBS8IVK T18TB ON

OLD SPRUt I

Di...e..iu,, in mrh,.,.
3 t-2 J O

LwgUu. J^T -^
tf

- "il :; 15 X -

r
> '.'"' i:!75 28.4 Clear wood, straight

Drained ; ends out of

<|uiire . brut over .

2.12 X 2.H7 X 10.12 4508 28.4 Clear wotxl, tUmi-hi

grai> cut ii|'

"|imir ; bout over.

2.42 X 2 IT) X I" l-'!7 27.!( Clear wood, straight
_!. lillei! ; failed by tlCnd-

IM;{ ; worm eaten.

2.50 X 3.2t) X 11.2.~> 8868 - s I Clear wood. -trnight
.mined ' end.- out of

-.pare ; dcni over.

2.18 X 2.1S X 1-t.KO I- I- -7.II Clear wl. -(might
grained ;

I'ailwi by l'ml-

inj;; worm eaten.

2.17 X ~1* X i:: .Hi ITU 27.9 dear wood, straight

grained ; failed by bend-

ing ;
worm eaten.

3.21) X -'!.22 X I-'!. '( r82."> Clear; straight grain-
ed

; crippled at centre.

IJ.L'K X ::.21 X l-- s .")i;!H; Clear ; straight graiu-
ed ; crippled at end at a

previous injury on sur-

face.

3.17 X :>.21 X I!!.'''- l' H|li Straight grained; knot
at centre. Cripp.ed at

knot.

3.20 X 3.20 X 13.43 .">-!7
'

Straight grained ;
knot

on corner at centre-

Kui (i I at knot.

2.80 X 3.35 X 13.:;n r>l:i:i ll, ; ,vv knot through
..l^e mm centre. Cnp-
pled in knot.

2.80 X 3.34 X 1^.50 4818 Slrai-ht grained;
knot.-* near each end.

Crippled and bur.-t

through large knot.

2.18 X 2.18 X K-'.OO 4337 27.9 Clear wood ; straight

grained, railed by bend-

ing ;
worm eaten.

3.53 X 3.5ii X 14.60 i-i32H an ) straight

grained. Crippled near
< mi tlirough a small in-

jury like a nail hole.

2.60 X 2.6:; X 15.45 7:!3!' Clear; straight grain-
ed 'Crippled o ins. from
end.

2.60 X 2.75 X 16.25 3664 One small knot, but

badly out ol parallel.
Failed at knot.

2.66 X 2.65 X l"i.">7 680!) Straight grained ; one
small knot near end.

Crippled first near cen-

tre through cant hook
holes

2.80 X 3.37 X 27.05 5110 Straight grain ;
knot

\'l ins. from end. Crip-

pled at knot.

2.80 X 3.-J5 X 26.26 5096 Straight grain; knot 10

ins. from end. Crippled
at a knot.

2.62 X 2.75 X 17.72 .".lil':> Clear, but grain very
much out of parallel, as

much as 3 inn. in 18 ins.

Burst apart by shearing
of unsupported fibre.
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TENSILE STRENGTH.

The experiments wore especially directed to the comparison of the

tensile strength and stiffness of portions of the same stick, in different

positions relatively to the heart.

In designing the form of the test-piece, it was of importance to make

the head of such a depth as would prevent the central portions from

being pulled through tlie head by shearing along the surface BO, and

it was also necessary that the depth should not be inconveniently great.

Wedge shaped holders (Fig. H) were adopted which would grip the

specimen along ihe faces AB. This form of holder was intended to

increase the resistance to shear which is always much less than the tensile

strength. As the tension on the test-piece increases, so also does the

normal pressure upon the faces AB, Fig. K.and, therefore, so also does the

resistance to shear along the surface BC. At first, the faces of the

holders in contact with the specimen were left rough, but it was found

that the roughness prevented the specimen from sliding in far enough

to be gripped along the whole of the face AB, so [that the bearing

surface was practically limited to a comparatively small area near the top

of the head. Thus it often happened that the specimen still failed by

shearing along the surface BC. This difficulty was obviated by

j.laning the (aces of the holders.

The test-pieces were prepared from the uninjured portions of the

beams, which had already been fractured transversely. The extensions

of a length of ten inches of the specimen under gradually increased

loads were measured by means of Uuwin's extensometer until the

total extension exceeded about one-eightieth of an inch. After this the

extensometer WMS ri moved, and in many cases additional extension read-

ing*, up to the point of fracture, of a length of sixteen inches of the

specimen, were mea.-und by means of a steel rule and indicator clamped

to the specimen at points 16-inches apart and allowed to slide over one

another.

The results obtained are given in the following Tables and an exam-

ination of these will show :

1st. '1 hat the increments of extension up to the point of fracture ate

almost directly piopoitionnl to the increments of load;

2nd. That the presence of knots is most detrimental both to the-.

strength and to the stiffness, inasmuch as they practically diminish

the effective sectional area, and also produce a curvature in the grain ;

3rd. That wood near the heart possesses much less strength and much

less stiffness than that more distant from the heart ;
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till. Thai the strciiL'th ami .stiffness ro also dependent upon ihc pro-

portion
i>( >nmiii!T In sprint: uiowth

;

ijth. Tluil irregularity id readings, bolh with the c.TlcnsoiiKtcr and

wilh the rule. ate chiefly din> In tin- presence of a knol, or to curly or

oblique grain caused hy a knot.

in, some of t ho Tables give the effect* on ruriotu specimens, of

alternately loading them :ind relieving them (Votn their load, :ind from
the experiments carried out. up to dale the foil, .win- inferences

may (irrliajis lie drawn :

If the specimen is clisiir, free from knot-, ami .straight in the grain,
and it'no interval <'\' re-t, is allowed, then for any given rani,": of loads :

The total extension is greater. during the first loading ;

(6) The extensions due to the successive loadings continually

diminish, tending to a minimum limii. sn tl at the co-efficients of elas-

ticity increase, and therefore so ,ilsn dm'- !!,. -lilin

(e) By the successive unlnadin_ ia produced, which con-

tinually increases, l)iit at a diminishing rate, and which tends to a

maximum limit ;

(a) When lhi> spei -linen is allowed an interval of rot under ihe

minimum load, the first total extension, when the loading i> ivsumod,
is uivater than at the comme.iiccme.it, but continually diminishes, tend-

ing to a minimum limit, which possibly coincides with' the maximum
limit, reached previous to the int-rval ol' iv-t.

So idso, after the inteval of rot, when the first set produced the spe-
eimen is from load, is iMv-iter than that previously [irodueed, but gra-

dually diminishes, in tln> Miceoodini; releases from load, tending proba-

bly to a minimum limit coinciding with the maximum limit reached

before the interval of rest.

These inferences arc also in accord with simihir experiments carried

out by Mr. Kerry, li.A.Sc.

Special attention may be directed to tin: ti-.-t ol' specimen 4, beam XXI.
This specimen failed simultaneously at two sections, the wood seem-

ing to be very brittle, an I tlie character of the failure pointed to some

inherent weakness in the timlx-r itself. After a microscopic examina-

tion of the fractured sections, Professor Penhallow described the fractures

as li.'ing
"
very regular anil devoid of any fibrous character, having the

' exact appearance of a piece of glass. The lines of fracture followed
" the variations in thickness of structure longitudinally and trans-

vci-scly with great reg dariiy. The peculiar brittlcness can only be
" referred to some local molecular condition of unknown origin, possibly
"

to a deficiency in the element of water."

The simultaneous failure at two sections of spccimans '1 an 1 S from

White L'inebaaui XljVIII may probably be referred to a similar cause,

and, as Professor Ponhalluw s.iys, a le^uata expla-i itions of such

failures are still to be sought.

In the Tables the extensomcter measurements are given in hundred-

thousandths of an inch, and the rule measurements in hundredth.-) of an

inch.

\\iih eacli table a diagrammatic section is also given, showing the

part of the stick from which the several specimens have been taken.

IHAGRAMETIC



Results of tension tests on specimens 1 to fl cut out of Fton^las Fir Beam

IX, and of repeatedly loading a specimen cut out of'the same B;'am. (Fig 118.)

Readings taken by Kxlensometer.

Loads
in
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Ifi-siilts of tension tests nn specimens cut out of OKI Spruce stringer.

LX. (Ki-. 129.)

Jxmds
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n.s.



e



.Results uf tension-testa on specimens CM out of a - in. x 4 in. f!e<l I'ine

scantling, and also of the repeated loading "f another specimen cut

out of same scantling, i

'

1'V- 131.)

Readings uiu-n l'V
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SHI AUIN. .-TKKNCTH.

In It,, c \IL rimenK t.i deteimine I 111' -In i'l'tllllli'-l

itideral>!- lillien!t\ w;i- tumid in prep iring Huitable t which

WOllM li"t ;it the -am. time I"' liable to :i 1 ir_re 1 'I'm;; ucti'm. Blocks

wiT'' prepared :i- shnwti h\ .-lviehe< A, I! :inil C ;
but unle the ,,!dr-

wcre suffieientlj ^rnn.-ly elampi'd, a- in Fig. A, the specimens almost

invariably opened at M. under an .'fleet .-hiefly duo to bending. Tho

"laiupinu. a'.'ain. iiitrdiie"d i ecinipre-^inn. which rtodored it im'nmible

'lie true clie.inn-j -Ires-.

All' : a iiuiiibev otVxp.'ii lit-, mure -atisfaetnry a'i'l reliable, re

iied by prepariii'..' tCSt-piooea as shown by FIL'S. 10 and l>.

The bending action is by no means eliminated, and, generally speak-

ing, it a
} raetieally impossible to frame limb'ir joints subjected to a

pure >l.ea" only. Tim shearing strengths, which are of importance, are

the r-!>tanees al"iiL' planes tM^gential
and radial to the annular rings

An examination ")' the test-pieo s -lm\vs that tlic shears are invariably

.-ilonj; } H ]i!ani--.

Thus it will be observed that in the tangential shears, the fibre, both

hard and -oft, is sheared radial y. in the radial shears tan^entially, and

invariably thnnuli the soft fibre.

With t -st piece- of the form shown by Fig. 1), the shearing strengths

along the tin^'iitia'. and radial planes are obtained, while the compound
shearing -treiiirth. which nny be considered as the resultant of tho

t ingenti.-il
and radial shears. i< obtained with the test-pieci;s of the form

shown by Fig. K.

The following Tables give the results of experiments carried out

witl) test-pieces and holders of the form described :

TABLE O7 TItK TANdENTIAL, RADIAL AND COMPOUND SHEARING

STRENGTHS OK l(Orr?l,AS FIR SPECIMENS CUT OUT OP THE SAMK

BEAM.



Not being altogether satisfied with these results, as the test-pieces

did not seem to be of sufficient size to give results which could be cofl-

sidered of standard practical value, new holders, with spherical seats,

were designed, and are shown in Fig. F.

With these holders, tests can now hr made upon specimens in which

the shearing surface has a width of 8-ins. and a depth limited by the

tensile strength of the timber, the maximum shearing area being 06 sq.

inches. The web of the specimens is usually about .7 in. in thickness,

so that the depth should not exceed .H5 '/, / being the tensile and the

shearing strengths in Ibs. per ?<|. in. The depth of the shoulder form-

ing the bearing lor the pressure require! to produce the shear is about

J inch, iind is made of only sufficient sectional area to resist failure

by compression, as the deeper the shoulder the greater will be the

bending action introduced.

From the Tables giving the results of the shearing experiments, the

following inferences may be drawn :

a. The shearing strength of the timbers is much less near the heart

than at a distance from the heart.

b. Generally speaking, the shearing strength increases with the

weight per cubic foot.

c. The shearing strength increases with the density of the annular

rings, or rather with the proportion of hard to soft fibre.

d. A failure sometimes occurs, for which it is difficult to find a com-

plete explanation.

For example, the two specimens from Beam X, and designated in the

Table by a *, were precisely similar in dimensions and in weight, and ali-o

occupied precisely similar position? relatively to the heart in the stick

from which they were cut. One of these specimens failed under a shear of

470.24 Ibs. per sq. in., and the other under a shear of 301.84 Ibs. per e<j.

in., so that the shearing strength of the latter was more than 35 per cent,

lens than that of the stronger specimen. A careful examination ofth

surfaces of fracture showed no visible difference in the specimens, and the

only possible conclusion to be drawn seems to be cither that one ofthe
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>peeimen- illicit have been drier than tin 1

other, ami WHS therefore

Jetieunt in the I'M'iiirni i.f ^ai'-r. i>r that tin 1 ^hnulder- df the weaker

specimen, at tlir oii'l at whidi the failure occurred, wore not out very

parallel with each other, an 1 tlius tin- i;r,-at<'r part, of the. load might
have be. n r m. entr.ited mi one side.

. A.- a result of the experiments, the average shearing ttmgth of

|i..n-l;i> Fir in H>s. |MM .-.|iiaiM
inch is 411.61, 377.14 or 403.605

L-i'imliiiL;
1

a> the |ii:inr
of sir ar is tangential, at right angles, or oblique

to tin- annular riii^

In practice, therefore, it will he safe to adopt as the average co-cffi-

eients ofshearing strem^th for Doughs Fir. 400 Ibs. per sq. inch for

shears tangential and oblique to the annular rin^s, and 375 Ibs. per

*.\.
ineh fur .-hear> at ri.ulit angles to the annular rinj;-.

A'tffc. The nuinhers in Brackets at the end .f the total shears in the

following Table correspond to the numbers in the diagrammatic sec-

'ions, a. d indicate the pjsitiuu in the stick from which the specimens
are taken. The letter H designates a specimen taken from the heart
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